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TeliaSonera Corporate Responsibility Report 2008

Scope of this
report
In this GRI-based Corporate Responsibility Report, we
outline what TeliaSonera achieved in 2008 and indicate
our ambitions for the coming year. One major step
forward is that we have included much more extensive
information about our majority-owned operations.
Our system for consolidating Corporate Responsibility
information and key indicators for majority-owned businesses is still under development. This means that the
degree of completeness of information varies.
During 2009 we will continue to develop our CR reporting systems with the aim of achieving the same standards for transparency for all parts of our operations
over the next couple of years.
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A message from
the CEO
TeliaSonera’s core business is to offer services that
help people and companies communicate in a simple,
effective and environmentally friendly way. In 2008, we
continued to grow and are now present in 20 markets
with some 450 million inhabitants. Eurasia is the growth
engine of the Group. In this region, we operate in
countries where there is hardly any fixed line infrastructure and the mobile penetration is relatively low. Our
services drive growth, competitiveness and the transi-

In our business, we deal with important and sensitive

tion to a knowledge-based society.

issues, from business ethics to freedom of speech and
the right to privacy, as well as bridging the digital divide.

TeliaSonera’s success, in mature as well as emerging

In all the countries where we operate, TeliaSonera has

markets, is built on providing world class services and

earned a reputation as a trusted partner. In Eurasia,

high quality networks. Therefore, I was pleased to see

we are often regarded as a guest in the country and

that customer satisfaction according to the European

have to acquire a “license to operate” by conducting our

Satisfaction Performance Index (EPSI) improved in

business in a decent and responsible manner. We want

most of our Nordic and Baltic countries in 2008, and

to be seen as a local player, which is part of a solid

that we improved our market positions in Eurasia. One

international Group. I am confident that the corporate

important driver of service improvement is employee

governance systems we have in place are robust and

satisfaction. Therefore, it is encouraging that our em-

that there is a clear management commitment to

ployee commitment score improved in 2008 and, in fact,

act responsibly.

reached its highest level since we started measuring
Therefore, I was very disappointed that we did not meet

in 2004.

the criteria for inclusion in the FTSE4Good and DJSI
I am also very committed to building a “one company”

indices in 2008. The criteria for inclusion are continually

culture across business areas and geographical bound-

being raised and we are determined to get reinstated.

aries, based on a common set of values and leadership

The Oekom index, which was presented in early 2009,

principles as well as performance and consequence

rated TeliaSonera as a Prime company which is

management. Corporate responsibility is and has to be

very encouraging.

integrated with our day-to-day operations and aligned
with our strategy.

In this report, we outline what TeliaSonera achieved
in 2008 and indicate our ambitions for the coming

Productivity, resource efficiency and environmental per-

year. One major step forward in this year’s Corporate

formance are of increasing importance to businesses.

Responsibility report is that we have included more

Telecommunication services create new opportunities

extensive information about our majority-owned opera-

for companies to improve in all these areas. For ex-

tions. In 2008, we also started a review of our Corpo-

ample in 2008, by replacing physical traveling with the

rate Responsibility policies and processes to ensure

virtual meeting service TelePresence in Sweden and

they are aligned with our overall business objectives.

Finland, TeliaSonera achieved time savings equaling

This work will continue in 2009.

40 months of full time work of one employee, SEK 5.8
million in traveling costs and some 170 tons in carbon

Lars Nyberg

dioxide emissions.This is an encouraging result which

President and CEO

we believe can also benefit our customers, particularly
in these challenging times of economic downturn.
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Our approach to
Corporate
Responsibility

• Create a world-class service company
• Secure quality in our networks
• Achieve best-in-class cost structure
• Migrate our traditional fixed-voice customers to new,
value-added services
• Continue to grow profitably in Eurasia
• Establish a high powered business sales

At TeliaSonera, we believe corporate responsibility

organization

must be integrated into our day-to-day business if it
is to be effective. The ultimate aim is to ensure that

Key issues

our business adds value both to shareholders and to

TeliaSonera has also identified four key corporate

society. We also take responsibility for tackling potential

responsibility issues that are most significant in relation

negative side-effects of our business.

to our business priorities:

We are as disciplined about managing corporate

Bridging the digital divide

responsibility as we are about any other aspect of our

Although the transition to a knowledge-based society is

business. At the center of TeliaSonera’s corporate

well underway, many people around the world are being

responsibility strategy are our shared values, which,

left behind due to poverty and the lack of education.

together with our Code of Ethics, guide our employees

TeliaSonera is committed to helping to close the gap

in their everyday work.

between the digital haves and have nots by developing
infrastructure and services that are accessible across
our markets.

TeliaSonera shared values

With more and more people connecting through our
services and networks, TeliaSonera is ideally positioned
to contribute to bridging the digital divide. As the market
leader in the Nordic and Baltic regions, TeliaSonera is
seen as a trusted partner driving vital developments to
keep people connected safely and effectively.
Our vision is for TeliaSonera to become a world-class

In Eurasia, where our consolidated operations have se-

service company. We believe this vision is within reach

cured more than 18 million subscriptions, we are help-

if we concentrate on implementing our strategy and

ing customers in some of the least developed countries

keeping things simple. Our business is to provide com-

in the world to leapfrog to next generation of connectiv-

munication services and deliver connectivity to our cus-

ity that opens up societies and spurs economic growth.

tomers when and where they need it. As a responsible
corporate citizen, we must take care of how our actions

Meeting the demand for

impact the world around us. None of this is achievable

sustainable communication services

without a clear strategy and firm leadership based on

The growing concern about climate change and com-

our shared values.

petition for scarce resources has created an increasing
demand for solutions that contribute to sustainable

A strategic approach
to responsibility

development.

TeliaSonera is focused on delivering communication

nication services that offer sustainable choices to cus-

services to customers based on a genuine understanding

tomers. Options range from virtual meetings via Tele-

of their needs. Our goal is to create shareholder value

Presence to straight-forward conference calls. These

through sustainable and improved profitability and to

choices improve productivity and reduce the need to

deliver our services in a cost effective and sustainable

travel, thus contributing to CO2 reduction targets. They

manner. Six focus areas have been identified to respond

can also improve the work-life balance for individuals by

to external trends and achieve operational efficiency:

reducing the time spent travelling.

TeliaSonera is at the forefront of developing commu-
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Becoming a world-class service company

of the Code and have the right to remain anonymous

Our success in both mature and emerging markets is

when doing so. Employees are expected to report

built on providing world-class service and high quality

anything they witness that does not appear to comply

networks. Our customers demand connectivity any-

with Codes or other internal policies without the fear of

time, anywhere at an ever increasing speed. To meet

adverse consequences. The whistle-blower function is

these demands, we continue to invest – to upgrade our

reviewed in the internal audits.

networks, to provide 24/7 network supervision and to
secure robust back-up systems that can maintain connectivity under the most testing conditions.

Corporate responsibility
governance structure

Most importantly, investment in technology is matched

Governance of corporate responsibility issues is

by our investment in people. We recognize that without

integrated in the Group-wide governance framework

the right leadership and the right employee focus on our

of TeliaSonera as described in the Governance Report

customers, TeliaSonera cannot expect to retain the con-

included in the Annual Report 2008. This framework

fidence that we have earned. Our license to operate is

is built on the best-practice standards of the Swedish

dependent on the trust of our customers and partners.

Code of Corporate Governance which applies to all public companies listed on the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm.

Access to communication technology helps to promote
freedom of expression and transparency, but can also

TeliaSonera’s Board of Directors has approved the

increase the risk of an invasion of privacy and exposure

Code of Ethics and CR Policy and will hold manage-

to inappropriate and malicious content.

ment accountable for following these principles and our
business ethics in daily operations.

To counter these unwanted side effects, we comply
with data protection laws and take actions to prevent

Read more about TeliaSonera´s corporate governance

unauthorized access to personal data. In addition to de-

framework in our Corporate Governance Report 2008.

veloping tools that help customers protect themselves
against inappropriate content, we collaborate with governmental authorities to block child pornography sites,

Risk management and internal control

support the development of software to detect and

TeliaSonera has an established risk management

protect against inappropriate content, e-bullying and

framework in place to regularly identify, analyze, as-

harassment and contribute to legislation that protects

sess and report material business and financial risks

vulnerable users as well as freedom of expression.

– including corporate responsibility risks. The process
includes regular meetings for

Maintaining high ethical

Quarterly Risk Management Review, Quarterly Head

standards in all our markets

Office Risk Reviews, Quarterly Business Reviews and

TeliaSonera has a long history of fair and honest busi-

meetings with Business Area representatives.

ness practices. While we expand our business, we
ensure that our undertakings meet our ethical stan-

There is also a crisis management strategy that sets out

dards in all markets where we operate. TeliaSonera’s

the damage control process in the event of a material

ethical conduct standards have been introduced in all

crisis. The strategy takes account of a number of risk

our operations. Although some markets may have less

scenarios, including impact on network infrastructure.

developed legal frameworks and limited experience of
internal control environments, customers in all our mar-

For all wholly-owned operations TeliaSonera has a

kets expect the highest standards of behavior.

common system for standardized control and reporting.
A similar system is in place within the majority-owned

It is fundamental to how TeliaSonera operates that the

businesses. A controller within each operational unit is

leaders of our businesses are held personally acc-

responsible for ensuring that sufficient internal controls

ountable for the conduct of business in their area of

are in place and performed.

responsibility.
According to the TeliaSonera Code of Ethics, all employees are expected to report any observed violations
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Corporate responsibility
in new markets

TeliaSonera will always seek to influence the direction

TeliaSonera’s strategy to expand in Eurasia is supported

policies and strategies.This includes corporate respon-

by a systematic framework for ensuring high ethical stan-

sibility issues.

of its minority-owned companies through board representation and active ownership, based on its values,

dards and responsible business practices. The framework consists of the following processes, including:

Approach to stakeholder relations
TeliaSonera’s approach to managing stakeholder

• A pre-investment assessment.
Before entering a new country we make an in-depth

relationships is based on our shared values: Add Value,

analysis of the local market and business conditions.

Show Respect and Make it Happen. We show respect by:

We also conduct a study of the political and ethical
• Treating others the way we want to be

risks associated with operating in that country. This

treated ourselves.

research is conducted in co-operation with external
experts with first-hand knowledge of the local condi-

• Establishing trust by delivering on our promises.

tions. The process also includes discussions with

• Engaging in honest and open dialogue even when
we do not agree.

supranational authorities such as foreign embassies, the World Bank, EBRD and the IFC. This risk
assessment includes a range of factors such as
government structure, political regime, international
relations, human rights, law enforcement standards
and the existence of corruption.
• Clear standards of conduct.
TeliaSonera Eurasia has a written system of standards of ethical conduct based on the Code of Ethics
and Conduct of Fintur Holdings that was adopted in
2006. The code applies to all majority-owned Eurasian operations. In the spirit of the “one company”
culture we are cultivating, this Code is based on

TeliaSonera’s shared values and Code of Ethics.
• Internal audits and controls.
All business units are subject to regular audits and
reviews by internal auditors. These audits include
control of financial transactions and cash flows as
well as compliance with corporate policies. If irregularities or control deficiencies are identified, immediate action is taken.
The policy implementation and internal control procedures of Eurasian holdings are described in Guidelines
for Fintur Holdings Management Practices and Policies
Minority holdings in Russia and Turkey
TeliaSonera owns, directly and indirectly, 44 percent of
MegaFon, Russia’s third largest mobile operator, and
37 percent of Turkcell, the largest operator in Turkey.
We seek to consolidate our minority stakes in MegaFon
and Turkcell. Where we are willing to take a minority
position, we will seek to have a degree of liquidity and
control, for example through dividends, management
control, board seats or public listing.
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In the illustration below we outline the key issues and the means of engagement in relation to our stakeholders.
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Commitment to
international standards
TeliaSonera supports the following international guidelines for corporate responsibility:
• OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
www.oecd.org
• Core ILO Conventions www.ilo.org
• United Nations Global Compact
www.globalcompact.org
Our corporate responsibility reporting follows the Global
Reporting Initiative www.globalreporting.org

Seal of approval
from Oekom research
TeliaSonera has received a seal of approval with a
PRIME rating from Oekom research. This means that
TeliaSonera shares will qualify for ecologically and socially based investment. Oekom’s clients are reputable
financial service companies, currently managing a total
volume of EUR 90 billion on the basis of its sustainability research.
www.oekom-research.com

Scope of this report
In this GRI-based Corporate Responsibility Report, we
outline what TeliaSonera achieved in 2008 and indicate
our ambitions for the coming year. One major step
forward is that we have included much more extensive
information about our majority-owned operations.
Our system for consolidating Corporate Responsibility
information and key indicators for majority-owned businesses is still under development. This means that the
degree of completeness of information varies.
During 2009 we will continue to develop our CR reporting systems with the aim of achieving the same standards for transparency for all parts of our operations
over the next couple of years

Feedback on this report
To help us improve, we invite all stakeholders to provide
feedback on this report. Please send your comments to:
csr-hq@teliasonera.com
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CR Fact File
– Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
GRI indicator

Topic

Group

Wholly-owned

4.8

Corporate
Responsibility
Policy

• TeliaSonera has a CSR Policy and a Code of Ethics decided by the Board of Directors. These documents are
binding for wholly-owned companies and recommended
for majority-owned companies.
Link to CSR Policy
Link to Code of Ethics

4.8

Corporate
Responsibility
management
framework

• Corporate Responsibility is coordinated at the Group
level supported by a Group-wide strategy, the CSR
Policy and the Code of Ethics. Focus is on sharing
knowledge and benchmarking.

4.1

Corporate
governance
model

TeliaSonera’s governance model is based on and complies with the Swedish Companies Act and the Swedish
Code of Corporate Governance.
The Chairman of the Board is independent of the company
as well as of the major shareholders.
For additional information see the Corporate Governance
Report in the Annual Report.

4.1, 4.2, 4.4,
4.9

Decision making forums

• Under the practices of the Swedish Corporate Governance Code the Nomination Committee includes
representatives of major shareholders. The Committee
nominates the Chairman and other members of the
Board, proposes the Board remuneration, and nominates the Chairman of the Shareholders’ Meeting as
well as external auditors.
• The Shareholders’ Meeting is the company’s highest
decision-making forum.
• The Meeting elects the members of the Board of
Directors.
• Members of the Nomination Committee are elected by
the General Meeting.
• The Board is responsible for the governance, choice of
strategic direction as well as substance of external communication of the Group. Other duties include appointment and dismissal of the CEO, who is responsible for
the company’s business developments.
• To improve the efficiency of board work, the Board has
appointed a Remuneration Committee and an Audit
Committee.
• The CEO is responsible for TeliaSonera’s business
development and coordinates the day-to-day operations in accordance with the instructions of the Board of
Directors.
• The Leadership team is headed by the CEO and consists of nine members:
• CEO, CFO, General Counsel, Head of Group Human
Resources, Head of Group Communications, Presidents of the three business areas and the Head of
the business sales division Business Services. From
2009, the CIO is also a member of the Leadership
Team.
• The Chair of the highest governance body is not an
executive officer.
• Members of the Nomination Committee are elected by
the General Meeting.
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4.1

Governance
framework

• The Group-wide governance framework comprises
common direction and shared values, the management
model and delegation of obligations and authority as
well as the policies issued by Group functions.
• The Board of Directors approves significant governance documents within the Group-wide governance
framework, including certain policies issued by Group
functions.
Link to governance chart.

4.8

Governance
documents

Governance documents providing guidance to all employees in the Group include:
• Corporate strategy: Defines general direction of the
group and defines our business concept.
• Shared values: Our shared values, “Add value,” “Show
respect” and “Make it happen” focus on the behavior we
want to promote.
• Code of Ethics: Sets out the ethical standards within
which we act.

4.5

Management
model

The TeliaSonera management model describes:
• The Governance system
• The organization
• The roles and responsibilities within the organization

Remuneration
structure

• The remuneration policy for the Leadership team,
including the President and CEO and Executive Vice
President, is established by the Annual General Meeting.
Link to Remuneration Policy.
• TeliaSonera offers a competitive remuneration package
consisting of a fixed salary and a variable salary. There
are no equity-based incentives.
• The variable salary is based on the Group’s financial
performance and the individual performance objectives,
including both qualitative and quantitative criteria.

4.10, 4.4

Evaluation of
the Board of
Directors

• The Board of Directors applies a systematic and
structured evaluation of its internal work, also with the
assistance of external consultants. The result of this
evaluation was reported to the Nomination Committee,
which according to Swedish practices includes shareholder representatives.

4.9

Internal
control

• The Board of Directors is according to the Swedish
Companies Act and the Swedish Code of Corporate
Governance responsible for the company’s internal
control.
• Financial internal control is based on the international
COSO internal control framework.
• The Code of Ethics is reviewed by the management on
an annual basis. The purpose of the code is to further
honest and ethical conduct, clear communication, compliance with applicable governmental rules, the prompt
internal reporting of violations of the code and accountability for adherence to the code.
Each unit of operations has a controller responsible for
ensuring that the monthly and quarterly financial reporting follows policies and that the reports are delivered on
time, sufficient internal controls exist and are performed,
required reconciliations are properly done and larger
business and financial risks are identified and reported.

10

• TeliaSonera
has a common
system for all
large whollyowned units of
operations for
standardized
control and
reporting.
• A financial
shared services
unit takes care
of the standardized financial
accounting processes across
these units.
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4.9

Risk management

• Risk management is an integral part of the Group’s
business control and monitoring.
• A process exists to regularly identify risks that could
lead to material misstatements of financial information.
• The Group’s security unit works with preventive security measures and crisis management to protect the
Group’s assets, IT systems, personnel and to safeguard telecom networks, services and customers from
infringements and fraud.

Control activities

• Both automated and manual control activities are performed to ensure that necessary actions taken to prevent or detect material misstatements and to safeguard
the assets of the company.
• Key controls that are critical in mitigating the financial
reporting risks are identified and documented. Sufficient
risk-based texting activities were performed during
2008.
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Adding value to
our customers

do this is through the European Performance Satisfaction Index, EPSI, which allows us to compare our
performance across our own organization, as well as
benchmark against our direct competitors and companies in other industries. Our EPSI result improved in

TeliaSonera’s success is built on providing world-class

most of our Nordic and Baltic countries in 2008, and we

service and high quality networks to our customers.

improved our market positions in Eurasia. TeliaSonera

Our focus on world-class service to our customers is

Group’s average satisfaction score for the 2008 survey

connected to living our values. This is embodied in our

was 68. The Group’s target for 2010 is to reach a satis-

commitment to add value by being business minded

faction score of 77.

and customer focused. It is also evident in how we make
it happen through the decisions made every day by

Bridging the digital divide

highly competent and motivated employees. This in turn
is made possible because we are an organization that

TeliaSonera believes that access to information and

shows respect to our people, trusting them to act in the

communication technology, or ICT – regardless of in-

best interest of customers and TeliaSonera at all times.

come, age, gender or geography – is a great enabler of
economic and social development as well as improved

Making TeliaSonera the
leader in customer service

chances in life for the individual. We contribute to bridg-

TeliaSonera is constantly developing its customer ser-

to use and investing in emerging markets.

ing the digital divide in a number of ways: by increasing
coverage, providing accessible services that are easy

vice processes and offerings to become a world-class
service company. During 2008, we introduced the Six

In our growth markets in Eurasia, mobile connectivity

Sigma approach to monitor our customer experience

and penetration is vital in stimulating economic nd social

performance. This is a systematic problem-solving

development. Growing populations, rising standards

method which is based on accurately and swiftly defin-

of living and growth of the middle classes is driving

ing and rectifying what customers deem to be flaws in

demand for TeliaSonera’s services. In order to continue

our customer service interface.

to facilitate this development, our networks must be reliable and our range of services easily accessible.

External resources have trained 152 employees at the
rudimentary or Green Belt level of competence and 47

Even in mature markets, there is a digital divide. There

employees at the deeper or Black Belt level of com-

is a vast difference between those that do have ac-

petence in Six Sigma’s problem-solving and analysis

cess to and know how to use modern communication

methods. The process allows our customer service

services and those that do not. By making this technol-

teams to:

ogy available and affordable, TeliaSonera provides the
basis and opportunity for the narrowing of this divide.

• Define what is important to the customer

We operate pre-paid subscriptions and low-cost brands

• Eliminate sources of problems

in each of our major markets, each with different offer-

• Focus on the identified problem

ings and price levels.

• Reduce the impact of the problem on our customers

this manner, we have a tool to support our continuous

Network integrity
and customer privacy

work for the improvement needed to reach our goals.

As the day-to-day lives of our customers become more

This work will continue during 2009.

dependent on telecommunication services, the impor-

By following this process and approaching problems in

tance of integrity, safety and privacy increases. Our

Listening to our customers

customers use our services to communicate and store

In order to be successful in the long-term, we must

basis in their homes, on the move and in the office. This

maintain a two-way dialogue with our customers in

nonstop ability to access information and communicate

order to understand their needs and how our service

has become an important part of economic and social

offering is perceived by them. One way in which we

development.

personal and confidential information on a continuous

12
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Our achievements

Maintaining our customers’ privacy and integrity is of
utmost importance for TeliaSonera. We aim and strive
to operate the most secure communication networks
program, aimed at keeping our customers as informed

Helpson service
provides technical support

as possible. Our customers are made aware of the risks

Sonera in Finland introduced Helpson, a technical sup-

associated with Internet and mobile usage, and any

port service that helps any customer to solve computer

reports of attempted fraud are brought to the attention

and home electronics problems. Support services are

of our customers via local websites.

offered through both a telephone helpline and onsite vis-

in the world. In addition, we have an active anti-fraud

its to homes and enterprises. The majority of customer

Protecting young people

issues requiring our help have fallen into the catego-

We take the protection and safety of vulnerable users

hardware installations and information security. Telia

very seriously. We work together with relevant authori-

Premiumsupport is a similar service offered in Sweden.

ries of broadband and modem access, WLAN, e-mail,

ties by blocking websites that are found to be distributing illegal child sexual abuse images. The Internet has
and although this brings with it many benefits, it also

Pioneering mobile phone
sign language interpretation

creates certain risks. Abuse such as bullying, sexual

TeliaSonera and its subsidiary Cygate are developing

harassment and exploitation are on the rise.

a system for distance interpretation of sign language

become a meeting point for children and young people,

through 3G phones. The primary users are people who
As a part of our services, we provide subscribers with

speak sign language and people with speech impedi-

the tools they need (such as filters) to limit the access

ments. The system can also be used when interpreta-

of their children’s Internet usage according to their pref-

tion is needed due to language barriers, such as for

erences – giving parents the right to choose what is and

immigrants and refugees.

is not appropriate content for their children.
In Sweden, TeliaSonera offers parental control as a part

Shop activities for senior citizens

of the Telia Safe Surf solution to subscribers of mobile

In 2008, TeliaSonera shops in Finland and Denmark

broadband. This tool makes it possible for parents to

held in-store events to help familiarize elderly customers

minimize the risk that their children visit inappropriate

with mobile phones features. One shop in Helsingør,

websites. Parents’ access to the safety control settings

Denmark, invited seniors for an event and demonstrat-

is protected by a password. The function also makes it

ed how to access the Internet on a mobile phone.

possible to control what times of day their children can
access the Internet.
Taking a stand against child sexual abuse content

Mobile door locks
facilitate care for disabled

online is an important part of TeliaSonera’s corporate

TeliaSonera has installed mobile door locks in the

responsibility. In 2008, TeliaSonera international Carrier

homes of 1,300 disabled people in Halmstad and

launched a free service allowing operators and Internet

Malmö in Sweden. This enables caretakers to use their

service providers the ability to deny their users access

mobile phones as keys, which saves time as individual

to websites containing this type of material.

keys do not have to be fetched. Each lock is unique and
impossible to copy, which increases security.

In all these areas, TeliaSonera is contributing leadership in developing industry frameworks and to the
accessibility issues. We are, for example, chairing the

Somoncom wins award for best products and services

ETNO working group on content issues and contribute

In 2008, the Tajik company Somoncom won an award

to GSM’s work with the European Framework for Safer

for best products and services for mid-sized (up to 250

Mobile Use by Younger Teenagers and Children.

employees) companies. The prize, which is awarded

wider debate about the content appropriateness and

every second year by CIS, is given to a company that
has sold high quality products and services for at least

13
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two consecutive years to at least two other CIS states.

tory Authority’s campaign to promote more considerate use of mobile phones. The campaign received an
award for the year’s best promotion of good manners

Focus group to find
out what women want

from a Finnish association.

In September 2008, Telia in Denmark held a focus
group to understand why women access the Internet

Protecting children online

from their mobile phones about 30 percent less than

An increasing number of children and teenagers are

men do. The largest barrier proved to be a lack of

victims of e-bullying, sexual offences and other types

information – the women surveyed believed mobile

of abuse via the Internet. So far, very little research on

Internet was very expensive, and did not know how

treatment methods and rehabilitation of these children

mobile Internet functioned. The focus group resulted in

has been done. In 2008, TeliaSonera and the World

several ideas for product development, including a free

Childhood Foundation sponsored a project focusing on

trial period, better information about mobile Internet and

how children are affected by online sexual abuse.

changes to Telia’s Surfport portal.

An international network of experts in the field was
also formed.

TrendReport 2008 about
customers needs and future trends

Case: TeliaSonera
– a sustainability partner
for businesses

• The TeliaSonera TrendReport 2008 showed, among
other things:
• 44 percent of Swedish companies plan to increase
their investments in communication services in 2008
• 53 percent of the Lithuanians consider Internet ac-

Efficient and environmentally-friendly operations are im-

cess at the hotel a must when travelling in business

portant for businesses. Many companies have realized

• 19 percent of Danish companies expect to decrease

that telecommunications can play a key role in achiev-

business travel in 2008

ing sustainability goals.

• 81 percent of the Norwegians would like their next
mobile phone to include a camera

“The focus on sustainability together with the deteriorat-

• 72 percent of the Finnish companies think that they

ing economic climate and the need for cost cutting

know enough about IT security

has created a surge in demand for videoconferencing,”
says Sverker Hannervall, Head of Business Services

The TrendReport 2008 was the third annual survey

at TeliaSonera.

that TeliaSonera made among general public and
companies in Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark

At TeliaSonera in Sweden, sales of videoconferenc-

and Lithuania. The general public survey consisted of

ing services increased by 200 percent in the first ten

2000 individuals each in Sweden, Finland, Norway and

months of 2008.

Denmark and 1000 in Lithuania. The company surveys
consisted of 500 companies in each country. The report
our IT and telecom lives, and from that we try to make

TelePresence
– the virtual meeting room

assumptions and conclusions about the effects of the

The modern tele and videoconferencing technology

increased use of new technology.

reduces the need to travel while enabling cost savings,

www.teliasonera.com/trend

more efficient use of time and reduced environmental

summarizes the most important changes in behavior in

impact. As one of the most advanced remote confer-

Award for drive to
promote mobile etiquette

encing solutions, the TelePresence technology enables

People talking loudly about private matters or sensitive

advanced audio, ultra-HD video, interactive collabora-

a life-like meeting situation through a powerful combination of innovative technology and design that integrates

business in public spaces can be a source of irritation.

tion tools and the underlying network.

In 2008, TeliaSonera was one of the contributors to
“Keep it private,” the Finnish Communications Regula-

TeliaSonera is at the forefront of developing new ways
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for companies and organizations to work efficiently and
across geographies. The gains from virtual meetings
are significant and include improved work efficiency,
greater flexibility, substantial cost savings, and reduced
environmental impact via reduced emissions from travel.
TeliaSonera offers this service to business customers in the Nordic and Baltic region as a total solution
and takes full responsibility for the integration process
managed by TeliaSonera’s system integrator, Cygate.
The technical platform for this service is provided by
TeliaSonera’s partner Cisco.
TeliaSonera’s sales force often uses TeliaSonera’s positive experience using TelePresence as a business case
to illustrate potential benefits and savings for clients.
During 2008, TeliaSonera held 464 TelePresence meetings between Stockholm and Helsinki, saving SEK 5.8
million in travelling costs, some 170 tons of CO2 emissions and 40 months of working time.
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CR Fact File – Adding value to our customers
GRI indicator

Topic

Group

Wholly-owned

Majority-owned

• Investing in networks to improve coverage and dependability is one of TeliaSonera’s
key business priorities.
• Priorities include:
• Continuous upgrading of
networks
• Supervision of networks
• Backup power supplies
• Systematic approach to
disaster recovery
• Improvements in its work to
ensure network dependability

• 24/7 monitoring of networks, allowing instant and
proactive measures when
problems are identified.
• Network nodes and transmission sites are equipped
with backup power.
Transmission lines between
central network nodes are
duplicated.
• Telia Sweden has strengthened backup routines
for storage of data, e.g.
customer’s e-mails.
• During 2008, Mobility Services Product and
Production in wholly-owned
companies used the Six
Sigma approach to optimize
selected cells (400 out
of 20,000) in the radio
network.

• In Eurasia networks are continuously upgraded.
There are power
backups and,
where possible,
different transmission suppliers are
selected between
major cities.
• Teo in Lithuania
has duplicates
of main network
elements, weekly
risk management
meetings and 24/7
network surveillance.

The use of the Six Sigma
approach in wholly-owned
companies resulted in improved network dependability
and more consistent customer
experience to mobile calls.
Variation was reduced from
1,400 to 700.

In Eurasia networks
are continuously
monitored for failure/
downtime. A number
of key performance
indicators related to
downtime and availability are measured
and monitored.

• Following the events during
December 2007/January
2008 when two e-mail servers in Sweden went down,
TeliaSonera has intensified
its efforts and strengthened
the backup routines for
storage of e-mails.

• Teo in Lithuania
had a first level accident in December
2008 with a logical
switchboard failure.
The switchboard
has since been
replaced and the
affected clients
compensated.
• In Eurasia, there
have been no
major settlements
during 2008.

• At present our mobile coverage extends to approximately 97 to 99 % of the
population in our markets in
Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Denmark and Lithuania.

• In Azerbaijan, the
population coverage is 99.5 %
• In Georgia it is
99 %
• In Kazakhstan it is
78 %

Network quality
and coverage
PA3

Network dependability

PA3

Measurement
of network
failure

Controversies,
fines or settlements relating
to network
failure in 2008

PA3, PA4

Expanding
coverage

• TeliaSonera continuously
improves mobile coverage
by building a large number of
new cells each year. We are
expanding coverage not only
where people live, but also
where they work, travel and
spend leisure time.
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PA1, PA4

Coverage in
less populated
areas

• The service level and
coverage of our networks
is in compliance with the
provisions defined by local
regulations and frequency
licenses.

EMF

• See environment Fact file for
information about EMF.

• In order to meet the increasing demand for mobile
telephony in sparsely
populated areas in Finland,
Sonera has further expanded its mobile network
coverage. At the end of
2008, Sonera’s mobile
phone network covered
more than 99 % of the
population in Finland. In addition, Sonera operates as
service provider in Digitas
450 Mhz network. At the
end of 2008, Digitas 450
Mhz network covered more
than 90 % of population in
Finland and it enables a 1
Mb/s broadband connection
even in areas outside the
3G network or where fixed
line connections are limited.

• Teo in Lithuania
supported the development of the
broadband network
and information
technology in rural
areas within the
framework of the
EU project RAIN.
• In Eurasia, frequency licenses
define service provision obligations.
Population coverage is between 78
% and 99 % with
the highest in Azerbaijan and Georgia
and the lowest in
Kazakhstan.
• In Kazakhstan the
license obtained in
2007 requires that
K’cell increases
coverage to 1,142
settlements within
4 years.

• Surveys based on EPSI
index undertaken in all
markets with wholly-owned
operations.

• All Eurasian and
Baltic operators
follow customer
satisfaction
through tracking of
customer opinion,
including customer satisfaction
surveys.

Engagement
with customers
PR5, 4.16

Use of customer satisfaction
surveys

PR5

Results from
customer
survey

• In 2008 we focused on
improving measurement systems to improve the quality
of our customer service and
also to further develop our
competence in this area.

• The European Performance Satisfaction Index
(EPSI) survey 2008 shows
that the total score for the
wholly-owned businesses in
Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Denmark and Lithuania
improved from 2007. On
the whole mobile customers
were more satisfied than
broadband customers. For
results, see Key indicators.
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PR5, 4.16

Survey methodology

• The European Performance Satisfaction Index
• Estonia Elion: Net Promoter
(EPSI) survey for the wholly-owned businesses in
surveys of B2B customers and
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark and Lithuprivate customers. Additional
ania is calculated using an analysis method based
survey of B2B customers that
on answers from over 30 questions. It results in a
have recently joined or had a
value between 0 and 100. The survey is conducted
fault fixed.
through telephone interviews with a selection of
• Lithuania Teo: Face to face
people and companies. In addition to the satisfacannual survey and telephone
tion index, the survey also measures the company’s
survey of customer satisfacimage, expectations, product and service quality,
tion.
value for money and loyalty and also looks at how
customer complaints are handled, an aspect that
has a direct impact on customer loyalty
• Sweden: 700 interviews with private customers and
945 interviews with business customers are carried
out every month in the national Kundbarometern
survey.
• Denmark:
Stofa: Special customer satisfaction index, used to
benchmark indexes measured monthly and actions
are taken depending on the results. The indexes
are based on 200 outbound calls separated in to 4
segments and are analyzed in both quantitative and
qualitative parameters.
-- Call me: Calls to approximately 500 customers
to ask them to rate Call me’s performance from
1-5.
-- Broadband: Computer Assisted Telephone Interviews (CATI); 100 interviews in each survey.
-- Mobility: 360 degree survey based on all customer segments and touch points. Customer
care survey carried out with 300 respondents
per location. External surveys based on
telephone and internet interviews, internal
surveys based on sampling by Interactive Voice
Response.
• Norway:
-- Chess: Telephone interviews.
-- Netcom: Telephone and group interviews.
-- NextGenTel: Web-based surveys, smaller polls
for surveys of services and products.
• Lithuania:
-- Omnitel: Surveys are arranged for show room
customers (750 telephone interviews), Call
center customers (131 telephone interviews,
B2B customers (874) web-based interviews),
partner show room customers (167 telephone
interviews).
• Finland:
-- Personal interviews in a group called Customer
Council, telephone interviews and web panel.
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PR5, 4.16

Frequency
of measuring
customer satisfaction, times
per year

• The European Performance
Satisfaction Index (EPSI)
survey for the wholly-owned
businesses in Sweden,
Finland, Norway, Denmark
and Lithuania: Yearly
• Sweden: Monthly
• Denmark: 4-12 times per
year
• Norway: 1-50 times per
year
• Lithuania Omnitel: 1-3
times per year
• Finland: Monthly

• Estonia Elion: 6
times per year
• Lithuania Teo: 5
times per year
• Eurasian operators: quarterly to
annually

PR5, 4.16

Mechanisms
for customer
feedback

• Customer service, Internet,
e-mail, dealers and other
sales spots. Corporate
customers can also give
feedback to account
managers and other sales
people responsible.

• Lithuania Teo:
Online self-service
system called
mano Teo and
customer service
centre.

• TeliaSonera’s Corporate
Security Policy applies to all
wholly-owned operations.

• All Eurasian businesses have a
Corporate Security
Policy that includes
a section on information security.
• The Eurasia Code
of Ethics and
Conduct says:
“The Fintur Group
respects its customers’ personal
integrity and strictly
follows all relevant
data protection
regulations.”

Network
integrity
PA7

Freedom of
expression and
privacy

• In accordance with our Code
of Ethics TeliaSonera complies with the data protection
laws that govern local markets and takes all reasonable
care to prevent unauthorized
access to personal data.
• TeliaSonera will only share
personal data with authorities if there is a court order.
This applies to all operations,
wholly-owned as well as
majority-owned.

EU Data
Retention
Directive

• The EU Data Retention
Directive (2006/2/EC) has
been transposed or will be
transposed into national
legislations and involves
privacy issues. It is a political
issue to ensure a reasonable
balance between the interest
of law enforcement and the
protection of the integrity of
individuals. TeliaSonera´s
ambition is to maintain a high
level of integrity protection
for the customers in the
future.
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PR8

Complaints
regarding
breaches
of customer
privacy and
losses data

• During 2008 there have
been a total of 20 complaints in Sweden of which
11 were substantiated and
three from regulatory bodies. There was one report
of a leak, theft or loss of
customer data.
• In Denmark there have
been five complaints from
regulatory bodies.
• One report in Lithuania
of a leak, theft or loss of
customer data.

Customer
protection
PA7

Measures
against sexual
exploitation on
the Internet

• TeliaSonera works together
with relevant authorities by
blocking websites that are
found to be distributing illegal
child pornography.
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• In Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland TeliaSonera collaborates with the
police in blocking sites that
the authorities have defined
as distributing illegal child
pornography.
• In Sweden, Telia has partnered with ECPAT, a global
network of organizations
and individuals working
together for the elimination of child prostitution,
child pornography and the
grooming of children for
sexual purposes.
• TeliaSonera International
Carrier launched a free of
charge service, Child SafeGuard making it possible
for telecom operators and
Internet suppliers to stop
access to websites with
sexually abusive content.

• Most Eurasian
operators have a
policy of not accepting any erotic
content on company portals. Most
operators have the
same policy. Azercell has included
a paragraph in its
contracts with content and service
providers prohibiting erotic content.
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PA7, PA11

Protecting
children

• TeliaSonera provides information and technology to
help its customers to protect
themselves against unwanted content. Parents can
download filters to protect
from sites with inappropriate
content.

• TeliaSonera supports and
commits to the European
Framework for Safer Mobile
Use by Younger Teenagers and Children. The
framework includes access
control mechanisms and
promotion of customer
awareness.
• TeliaSonera in Sweden
has assisted Medierådet in
issuing Internet and mobile
guidelines for parents.
• TeliaSonera in Sweden
and the World Childhood
Foundation finance a
research project by the
child psychiatric unit BUP
Elefanten with the aim of
issuing Internet and mobile
guidelines for parents.
• TeliaSonera in Denmark
has produced brochures
with advice to parents
and children, as well as a
template for “Mobile phone
agreement” between parents and children.

PA7

Measures
against ebullying

• TeliaSonera provides
information about measures
that customers can take to
protect themselves against
e-bullying.

• TeliaSonera in Sweden
has partnered with the
anti-bullying foundation
Friends to create “Schysst
på nätet” (“Good manners
on the web”), a handbook
about e-bullying for people
working with children and
teenagers.

PA11

Mobile fraud

• TeliaSonera provides
information and technology
to help customers to protect
themselves against mobile
fraud.

• In Sweden, customers are
made aware of the risk of
fraud when calling up unrecognized missed phone
numbers.
• TeliaSonera’s website in
Sweden alerts customers
to a company that claims to
work on behalf of Telia and
sends fake bills.
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• Lithuania is a
partner of the
European Commission initiative
Safer Internet. The
program combats
abusive material and focuses
on protection
of children and
teenagers. In 2008,
Teo participated
with information
for the initiative’s
website and distributed Safer Internet
stickers to primary
school children.
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PR3, PA11, PA8

Product information

PR3, PA11

Customer
information
about environmentally
friendly usage

• Information regarding
safe usage provided in all
markets.
• Information regarding disposal methods provided in
Sweden, Finland, Denmark
and Norway.
• TeliaSonera provides
information regarding the
sourcing of components of
the products and services in three of the five
markets where we have
wholly-owned operations.
Information about content
with potential environmental
and social impact is also
supplied in these three
markets.
• Norway Netcom: Information about electromagnetic
radiation is posted on website with links to national
authorities.

• Estonia Elion:
Provides information on sourcing,
content, safe use,
disposal and environmental impact.
• Lithuania Teo: Provides information
on sourcing and
safe use

• For our overall approach to
informing customers about
how TeliaSonera products
can help protect the environment, see the chapter on
environment.

• TeliaSonera in Sweden,
Finland and Denmark ran
campaigns about recycling
mobile phones in 2008.
• In Sweden, B2B sales force
provided information on
how customers can reduce
environmental impact
by using TeliaSonera’s
products.

• Estonia Elion:
Drive during 2008
to promote electronic invoices.
• Lithuania Teo:
Encourages
customers to use
electronic invoices
and to save energy
by turning off computers.

• TeliaSonera is committed to
complying with all applicable
marketing legislation.
• TeliaSonera has ethical
guidelines for marketing
communication, applicable
to all TeliaSonera companies. These guidelines give
instructions to employees
and partners regarding good
manners and good customs
of trade in all its marketing
communication.

• In Sweden, Etiska Rådet
• Teo in Lithuania
was founded by Telia in
complies with all
1994, aiming to establish
applicable marketand maintain ethical rules
ing legislation.
and guidelines for the conIn addition, Teo
tent and marketing of pay
cooperates with
telephony services and also
the Lithuanian
to try cases regarding those
Advertising Bureau
issues. Etiska Rådet has
and observes the
also published ethical rules
code of advertising
available on their website
practice.
www.etiskaradet.se
• The Eurasia Fintur
• Omnitel cooperates with the
companies comply
self-regulatory organization
with local legisla– Lithuanian Advertising
tion
Bureau – and observes the • The Fintur Code
code of advertising pracof Ethics and
tice. Omnitel takes part in
Conduct state that
this organization and keeps
customer informaall commercial communication should be
tion according to advertisclear and easily
ing ethical standards.
understandable.

Fair marketing practices
PR6

Marketing
policy
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PR6

PA10, PA11

Employee
training in fair
marketing

Clarity of
charges and
tariffs

• Marketing works closely with
legal departments to ensure
legal compliance in marketing activities.

• TeliaSonera strives to make
pricing transparent so that
customers easily know
what they will pay. Several
channels are used to communicate prices and price
changes.
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• TeliaSonera has manuals
and checklists to guide employees in the application of
marketing rules.
• Marketing staff in Sweden
is offered training on how to
apply the rules and regulations that TeliaSonera has
committed to.

• Sweden: Information provided on company website. Private customers in
Sweden can set and easily
change the spending limit
for call costs for fixed and
mobile telephony subscriptions and for dial-up Internet
connections
• Finland: Sonera has introduced the “My Sonera,” a
concept where customers
can tailor their desired package of voice and valueadded services tailored to
their individual needs. The
customers choose how
many domestic call minutes
and messages they want
to include in a fixed price
package. The package can
be upgraded free of charge
and downsized for a minimal
fee according to change in
needs. The costs per call
and text message that exceeds the package limits are
clearly communicated.
• ·Denmark Mobility: A special
“balance control” is offered
which activates a spending
limit on subscriptions. Charges and tariffs are explained
on the website.
• The product line “Call,”
launched during 2008, has
very transparent pricing.
• Norway: Information according to the Marketing Control
Act is on company websites
and on telepriser.no (a national website for comparing
telecom prices).
• Netcom has a continuous
dialogue with the Norwegian
Consumer Ombudsman.
• Omnitel Lithuania: Information about price changes
is sent in advance by sms,
mail, posted on website, or
provided by customer care
channels.

• In Eurasia, responsible marketing is
a part of marketing
training. There is
close cooperation
between marketing
and legal departments in order to
ensure compliance
with laws and
regulations.

Estonia Elion: Product
portfolio reorganized to
present services and
charges more clearly.
Lithuania Teo: This is
strictly regulated by
local law. There are
also customer surveys
where customers can
provide feedback on
information provided.
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PR9

Fines for noncompliance
with laws and
regulations
concerning
the provision
and use of
products and
services

• There were no costs for
significant fines for noncompliance with laws and
regulations during 2008.

Measures to
bridge the
digital divide
PA2, PA5

Low cost
brands

PA2

Customer support in minority
languages

PA2

Services for
disabled and
elderly customers

• TeliaSonera offers low
cost brands and pre-paid
subscriptions in each of our
major markets.

• We acknowledge the need
for specifically adapted services for elderly and disabled
people.
• Our vision of simplicity
means that we strive to make
our services logical and easy
to use.
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• Sweden: Telia has actively
recruited people with diverse backgrounds to work
in customer support.

• Teo in Lithuania:
Customer service
available in Lithuanian, English and
Russian.
• Support in Russian as well as
English is offered
in Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan and
Georgian.
• In Eurasia, Russian is the common
language of minority groups that
do not speak the
national language.

• TeliaSonera and its subsidiary Cygate are developing
a system for distance interpretation of sign language
through 3G mobile phones.
• TeliaSonera in Sweden
has developed services
that facilitate the ability for
elderly and disabled to live
at home and have access
to public services.
• TeliaSonera in Finland
introduced the technical
support service Helpson
that assists customers with
computer and home electronics related problems.
Support service is offered
both over telephone and
through visits to homes and
businesses.
• In Lithuania, as a part of
the “Window to the Future”
project, 400 disabled
people were trained in
basic computer literacy during 2008.

• In Latvia, Latvijas
Mobilais Telefons
donated hearing
aids to 75 school
children with severe and moderate
hearing impairments.
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Key indicators - Adding value to our customers
PR8

PR5

PR5

Number of complaints regarding customer privacy or loss
of data

From outside bodies
and substantiated by the
organization

From regulatory
bodies

Identified leaks,
thefts or loss of data

Sweden

11

3

1

Denmark (mobility)

NA

5

NA

Lithuania (Omnitel)

NA

NA

1

Estonia

NA

NA

0

Lithuania (Teo)

NA

NA

0

Frequency of measuring customer satisfaction

Times per year

Sweden

12

Denmark

4-12

Norway

1-50

Lithuania (Omnitel)

NA

Estonia

6

Lithuania (Teo)

5

Eurasian operations

1-4

European Performance Satisfaction Index (EPSI) is measured yearly in the wholly-owned operations in Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Norway and Lithuania
EPSI Survey
Results 20062008

Business
Area Mobility
Service

Business Area
Broadband
Services

Weighted
Average

The EPSI
Index Scale
for all industries

2006

67.0

64.8

66.1

51-60

Very bad/Bad

2007

68.7

65.4

67.3

61-69

Average

2008

69.1

66.5

68.0

70-74

Good/Strong

75-79

Very strong

80-

Excellent

EPSI Survey
Results 2008

Business
Area Mobility
Service

Business Area
Broadband
Services

Average
(by net sales
per country)

Sweden

69.7

68.1

68.7

Finland

71.1

64.3

68.1

Norway

65.9

60.4

65.4

Denmark

65.3

62.1

64.5

Lithuania

79.3

NA

79.3

B2C and B2B are equally weigthed within each country
Mobility and Broadband are weighted by net sales 2008 jan-sept

IO1

Capital investment in telecommunication network infrastructure

2008

2007

2006

Total, SEK million

15,795

13,531

11,101

Mobility Services

4,467

4,168

3,252

Broadband Services

5,934

5,369

4,862

Eurasia

4,595

3,114

2,699

Other operations

795

347

282

Data coverage: the whole TeliaSonera Group

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion
and sponsorship by type of outcomes
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Approximately 10 ongoing cases
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Empowering our
employees

business and its competitiveness are those initiated to

In our fast-changing and competitive industry we face

• The Business Acumen Certificate, launched in 2007,

increase business acumen skills as well as product
knowledge, technical awareness and skills.TeliaSonera
conducts a number of Group-wide programs:

new challenges every day and we depend on our

aims to improve the general understanding of what

employees to overcome them. That is why we work

drives the business. In 2008, 150 employees were

hard to empower all employees with the tools and skills

certified. They now work as “change agents” within

necessary to turn the daily challenges into opportuni-

their own organizations. The program is run by the

ties, making it happen.

Stockholm School of Economics.
• The IT/IP program targets a number of key em-

TeliaSonera has a long history of commitment to life-

ployees, with the purpose of creating “IT/IP Ambas-

long learning for its employees. Today, developing our

sadors” in the organization. The program is run to-

people is an essential vehicle in achieving the vision

gether with Sweden’s Royal Institute of Technology.

of becoming a world-class service company. We must

• The TeliaSonera Business School for middle manag-

support our employees with the right leadership, train-

ers and a few key specialists was conducted in 2008

ing and education, development and coaching. If Telia-

with about 30 participants.

Sonera is to fulfill its potential and opportunities we must

• The Top Talent program generates a pool of top

equip our employees with the support to fulfill theirs.

talents from different parts of our operations who are
expected to become future top leaders in TeliaSonera. Twenty five participants were selected for the

Meeting the competency
shift challenge

2007/2008 program.
• TeliaSonera International Trainee Program aims to

Over the years, TeliaSonera has had a systematic

attract external young talents who can develop into

approach to closing the critical competence gaps in

future top leaders and key specialists. This program

the organization. During the late 1990’s we focused

started in February 2008 with 32 participants from

on offering employees without a formal education the

our Nordic, Baltic and Eurasian operations, encom-

option to study at university level. Today, the majority of

passing 11 nationalities and 19 languages.

TeliaSonera employees have graduated before they join
the Group and our focus has shifted to other competence
development initiatives.

All time high in employee
commitment score

We operate in a global organization, divided into busi-

In the majority of our units, managers and employees

ness areas, where it is essential to work across borders

carry out appraisals on at least an annual basis. One

and run international projects. TeliaSonera is pushing

part of that is the Employee Commitment Survey, where

forward to be even more business minded and cus-

all employees in wholly-owned companies are given the

tomer oriented. In combination with migration to new

opportunity to share their views on leadership, com-

services it is essential to possess and procure the right

mitment, goals, work processes and customer focus.

combination of skills.

The results form the basis of improvement work within
TeliaSonera with the aim of becoming an even more

We have conducted several competence activities during

customer and result oriented company involving commit-

2008 with the aim of further developing our organization-

ted and motivated employees as well as good leadership.

al capabilities in order to perform and reach set targets.
In 2008, with more than 80 percent of employees
Today, working more internationally than before,

participating, the Group result showed an all time high

language has become an essential skill. One initiative

reaching an index of 63, the highest level since the start

has been to offer employees to improve English skills

of the measurement in 2004. The result is used as a

through tailored interactive e-learning concepts.

basis for continuous improvements throughout the company, as action plans for improvements are made on

Other programs that illustrate how critical competency

the basis of the results. These action plans are followed

development is to support the requirements of the

up regularly throughout the year.
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Focus on high performance

Responsible employer

With its history of growth and organizational develop-

Acting responsibly visavi our employees is key to our

ment, TeliaSonera has now reached the point where it

success. TeliaSonera’s Shared Values and our Code

is essential to establish a performance management

of Ethics lead the way for our daily businesses and

process for the whole TeliaSonera Group. One of the

how we operate. TeliaSonera supports the international

major focus areas for Human Resources is to support

human rights as outlined by the ILO conventions, the

the business in getting this new process implemented.

OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the Eu-

The first step in this process was introduced to top

ropean Working Council and the UN Global Compact.

management at the end of 2008.

We respect the human rights of our employees, customers and the people working in our supply chain. We

Performance management is a tool to maximize busi-

recognize the right of our employees to freely choose to

ness performance. This process supports managers to

join trade unions and comply with legislation requiring

set and carry out business objectives, review individual

trade union representation. We seek to work in con-

performance, and develop and reward our employees.

structive partnerships with recognized trade unions.

It offers constructive dialogue on performance as well
competencies critical to our business. The performance

Our achievements

management process forms the basis for reward, recognition, career and succession planning.

International trainee
program launched

TeliaSonera’s Leadership Team, led by the CEO, carries out a management review annually. This is an

In 2008 TeliaSonera launched its first international

activity to identify short-term as well as long-term busi-

trainee program with 32 trainees from nine countries,

ness needs of leadership capability and supply.

including Lithuania, Poland, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan
and Moldova. The participants represent 11 nationalities

The purpose of the management review and succes-

and are fluent in a total of 19 languages. The program

sion planning is to have a good overview of current

will last for 18 months, three months of which will

leadership capability to ensure a solid and consistent

consist of international job rotation within the company.

succession planning, to secure a future talent pool and

The program also includes a module where participants

to follow up on succession planning activities in the dif-

develop individual career plans.

ferent business areas, units and functions.

Diversity project in
Broadband Sweden

The objective is to ensure a constant focus on improvement in readiness levels (candidates ready to step up
and replace other managers), and to get a broader mix

In Sweden, Broadband Services collaborated with the

in terms of nationality and gender. Today, the majority of

Public Employment Service on a diversity project. Ten

our leaders at the Group level are Finnish or Swedish,

professionals with an immigrant background were of-

but with the active acquisition of businesses outside of

fered training in Swedish as well as on Telia’s services.

the Nordic countries, this is changing.

Eight of them are now employed in customer support.
Going forward, the project will also include a mentoring

The new performance management process will be

program for newly arrived immigrants with leadership

launched for TeliaSonera’s senior managers during

experience that will encourage knowledge sharing.

2009. By clearly defining objectives and evaluating
achievements, the performance management process

Health insurance
introduced at NetCom

aims to create a high performance culture which enables us to identify and ensure the right expertise and
the right candidate for the right position at the right time.

In 2008, NetCom introduced a new health insurance
policy that covers all employees. In Norway, all citizens
are covered by public health insurance, but the public
health care system is under-resourced and often pa-
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tients have to wait to get the care they need. Under the

Since January 2006, 1,035 employees have been

NetCom scheme employees are guaranteed specialist

transferred to the Competence Pool. TeliaSonera in

care within ten days and treatment or surgery within 28

Finland has been able to offer permanent or temporary

days. This benefits both the individual and the employer,

jobs for 238 while 683 have found a career outside

since it leads to a quicker recovery and return to work.

the company. Feedback has been very good: in 2008
nearly 90 percent rated Competence Pool’s operation

Performance focus and
united organization in Denmark

as either good or excellent.

In 2008, Telia Mobility in Denmark implemented a strat-

has invested over EUR 48 million in Competence Pool.

During the three years it has been running, TeliaSonera

egy to improve profitability called Next Level. The strategy focused on employee involvement, execution and

“I think it sends the important message that, as a

follow-up. One of the main features of the strategy was

responsible employer, we want to offer our employees

to demonstrate the link between strategy and concrete

more than the law requires and to deal with changes in

actions. Surveys and evaluations were used to facili-

a responsible manner. At the same time, the Compe-

tate participation by all employees. All employees now

tence Pool also has a financial impact as it has al-

have performance goals that link directly to business

lowed us to concentrate on daily work and has created

strategy. The project is a great success, as shown by

savings in a number of ways, including recruitment and

improved profitability achieved by a more performance-

orientation costs. The Competence Pool has also had

focused and united organization .

positive effect on employee satisfaction,” says Juha.

Case 1: Investing
in employees pays off

The Finnish Association for Human Resource Manage-

A responsible employer takes care of its personnel in

K2 makes it happen

ment, HENRY, awarded the Competence Pool model
as the Personnel Achievement of the Year 2008.

all situations. At best these actions have an impact
on employees’ job satisfaction but are also of great

Challenging financial targets and decreased employee

financial significance to the company. The TeliaSonera

satisfaction led to the launch of a development project

Competence Pool and K2 program in Finland are good

that aimed to get all personnel to strive for better profit-

examples of this.

ability. “In 2006 we were in a situation where we really
needed new ways to think and act. K2 made it possible for all employees to work toward the same mutual

Competence Pool enables a new start

goal,” says Esa Rautalinko, Country Manager and Head
of Mobility Services Finland.

In 2006 TeliaSonera in Finland started to develop a
practice for better readjustment protection for the employees. “The basic idea was to create a system which

In practice, K2 means that groups of 30 people from

would make the inevitable structural change of the

all over the organization meet colleagues to discuss

organization more tolerable for employees. At the same

and find solutions to different challenges, emphasizing

time, we needed to adjust the organization and employ

the customer’s perspective. All TeliaSonera’s Mobility

people to new assignments,” says Juha Pentti, Country

Services personnel – 1,200 people – regularly take part

Manager HR.

in interactive meetings called work camps. In 2008, this
resulted in over 10,120 participation days. In addition

According to the practice, people whose jobs are going

to the normal routine, in 2008 all work camps also dis-

to be terminated will not be dismissed from the unit.

cussed issues around the theme “Health and well-be-

Instead, Competence Pool procedure will be applied

ing” and were given an opportunity to do charity work.

to redeploy employees or to find another solution.
Employees are supported in their efforts to find internal

“K2 has really changed our way of working. Its impact

or external positions for a longer time than the normal

on our financial success and employee satisfaction is

period of notice. Competence Pool also offers training

undeniable. Personnel enquiries show that people are

programs and on-the-job training.

more motivated and pleased with the management.
Now people have the opportunity to participate and
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communicate their thoughts and ideas, and have a

Poland, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Moldova) taking

chance to really make it happen,” Esa says.

part in the program.

“I think that every employee has the right to good man-

The 18-month trainee program consists of three parts

agement and K2 has showed that it is possible to do

including project-based work, training both at the home

things differently and better,” Esa concludes.
unit and international job rotation, and individual

Case 2: Building a
high-performance culture

career coaching.

At TeliaSonera, management of Human Resources is

across borders in our company will become increasing-

“Our trainees are just starting their careers. I am convinced that international experience and networking

an area of constant development and we strive towards

ly important in the future. These young people will soon

excellence. One of the main priorities during 2008 has

become a new generation of leaders,” concludes Karin.

been to start the development of an agenda for Human
Resources. The agenda calls for continuous focus on
Group-wide initiatives where common policies, processes
and standards for tools create a platform for managing
Human Resources in the Group. Our approach to Human
Resources is based on TeliaSonera’s Shared Values:
Add value, Show respect and Make it Happen. These
values form an umbrella that creates a shared platform.
“TeliaSonera operates in a competitive environment
and we need to promote a company culture of high
performance throughout all our operations – a culture
that supports and mobilizes world-class individual and
organizational performance. During 2008 we developed a new Group-wide Performance Management
process that will create opportunities for our employees
to develop and grow,” says Karin Eliasson, Head of
TeliaSonera Group Human Resources.

Clear structure for feedback
The new process is being launched in 2009 and provides
a common language and clear structure for measuring
and providing feedback on individual performance.
“It’s not only about what you achieve but also how you
achieve it. The purpose of the approach is that every
employee should know how he or she can contribute
to business success and how this will be rewarded.
The first step of the roll-out will focus on TeliaSonera’s
managers,” says Karin.

Fostering a new generation of leaders
The TeliaSonera international trainee program is one
important step towards achieving a high performance
company culture. In 2008, the number of participants
was higher than ever with 32 trainees from nine countries (Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark, Lithuania,
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CR Fact File - Empowering our employees
GRI
indicator

Topic

Group

Wholly-owned

Majority-owned

All companies in Eurasia
have HR policies that
cover a number of areas
including:
• Recruitment policy
• Talent management
• Succession planning
process
• Employee engagement
process
• Code of Conduct

Human
resources
policies and
performance
4.8

HR policy

• TeliaSonera’s shared
values are the basis for
all HR policies within the
Group. As of 2008, only
wholly-owned operations
were formally bound by the
Group’s HR policies.
• In 2009 a new policy framework will be developed that
will cover all wholly-owned
as well as majority-owned
operations.

• The TeliaSonera People Framework includes processes, policies, guidelines and standards
within HR.
• The framework defines how we
allocate responsibilities and how
we use information technology to
support our HR processes.

4.8

Governance
of HR

• The TeliaSonera HR
governance framework is
designed to ensure that
HR activities support the
company’s overall business
goals.
• The most senior HR position is Group Vice President
HR who is a part of the
Group leadership team.
This ensures that HR is
an integrated part of the
management agenda.

• Each business area has its
own designated HR Business
Partner who has a strategic role
in supporting the integration of
employee issues into business
planning.

I03

Health & Safety
management
system

• The TeliaSonera CSR
policy states that it is a key
responsibility to develop
and facilitate the health and
well-being of all employees.

• TeliaSonera’s health and safety
efforts focus on supporting,
preventing and reacting to conditions related to ill-health.
• Tools in this work are agreements with occupational health
service suppliers and review of
work practices.
• We educate and support managers in order to reduce sicknessrelated absenteeism.
• We offer a wide range of health
promoting activities and benefits
which are presented on the
intranet.

I03

Health & Safety
of field personnel in network
installations

• Most fieldwork is outsourced. Employees
involved in fieldwork
receive training in health
& safety and are provided
with safety equipment and
regular check-ups.
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• The policy for health
and safety control
procedures of Eurasian
holdings requires a
management system
that ensures that significant risks are identified,
assessed and controlled
through effective standards. These standards
are defined in the Fintur
Code of Health & Safety.
• Azercell’s Health &
Safety management
system is in accordance
with ISO9001:2000.
• Most Eurasian companies have an H&S
committee.
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4.12,
HR5

HR6,
HR7,
4.12

Policy regarding freedom of
association

• TeliaSonera supports the
international human rights
as outlined by the ILO
conventions , the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational
Companies, the European
Working Council and the
UN Global Compact that
contains the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
that includes freedom of
association.
• Our CSR Policy includes
a section about respecting
the core ILO Principles and
Rights at Work.

Equal opportunities/ diversity
policy

• The TeliaSonera Code
of Ethics takes a strong
stance against any form of
discrimination.

Child labor and
forced labor
policies

• TeliaSonera supports the
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and
the ILO Conventions

Working time
standards

• TeliaSonera complies with
local legislations regarding
work hours per week.

Work-life balance

• To create and sustain
working conditions that
promote a healthy work-life
balance is a key aim of the
company’s OR companies’
HR policies.
• The company offers parttime, flexi- time and parttime retirement.

Parental leave
and child care

In all countries of our
Eurasian operations, local
legislation protects the right
to join a union.

• The TeliaSonera Gender Equality Plan is updated annually in
co-operation with employee
representatives.
• Focus areas of the plan are
working conditions, remuneration, and prevention of discrimination and sexual harassment.
• Development is followed-up
by monitoring of progress and
results of completed activities in
different areas.

• TeliaSonera Eurasia
written system of standards of ethical conduct,
based on the Code of
Ethics and Conduct of
Fintur Holdings, has a
dedicated section on this
topic.
• TEO in Lithuania has a
Corporate Responsibility Policy that includes a
commitment to antidiscrimination.

• In all countries of operation of
TeliaSonera’s wholly-owned
companies, the local legislation
require adherence to a 40 hour
work week.

• In most Eurasian countries local labor laws
require adherence to 40
hour work week.
• The exception is Nepal
and Cambodia where
employees have a 48
hour work week.
• TeliaSonera complies
with local legislations
in Eurasian countries
that generally provide
employee friendly conditions including working
part-time and flexible
working hours.

• In the Nordic countries parents of
small children have legal right to
full-time or part-time family leave.
• In the Nordic countries public
childcare is highly subsidized and
employers do not provide child
care allowances.
• The company offers help in caring for sick children through a
local child care network, enabling
parents to work.
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• Our companies follow
requirements set by local
legislation.
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Succession
planning

• The leadership team carries
out an annual management
review led by the CEO. The
purpose is to have a good
overview of current leadership capability, to ensure
succession planning and to
secure a future talent pool.

• In Eurasia, most companies have a process for
succession planning.

Restructuring
measures
Redundancies

• Efficiency measures
implemented primarily in
the Swedish and Finnish
operations during 2008 and
2009 are expected to result
in a reduction of a total of
2,900 employees.

• In 2008, 270 employees
accepted the offer for early
retirement and 1,065 employees
agreed to be transferred to the
redeployment units in Sweden
and Finland.

LA11

Adjustment
plans

• Our general approach to
adjustment plans is to act
as a responsible employer
and be supporting in finding
new employment opportunities inside and outside
the company to enable the
shortest possible transition period for redundant
employees

• In Sweden and Finland TeliaSonera has applied redeployment
unit models for supporting the
transition to new jobs for employees subject to redundancy
measures.
• Participants have been assisted
in finding a new position, inside
or outside of the company,
and have been offered various
support services like individual
coaching and career planning.

LA5

Minimum notice
periods

• Notice periods vary between different countries
and are specified either by
law or collective agreement.
• Length of the notice period
varies between one month
to up to 12 months.

• Sweden: Notice periods are
defined in collective agreements.
Employees affected by the
efficiency program in 2008 are
offered twice the notice period prescribed under collective
agreements by TeliaSonera
• Finland: According to collective
agreements, notice periods are
14 days, or one, two, four or six
months.
• Norway: Netcom three months,
Chess two weeks.
• Denmark: Telia 30 days, Stofa
three months.
• Lithuania: Omnitel two months.

Employee
engagement
4.4, 4.16

Employee
satisfaction
survey

The annual Employee Commitment
Survey, including all employees
in wholly-owned companies, is
an important tool in achieving the
goals for leadership and employee
commitment that were defined in
the Vision 2010. Four areas are
measured:
• Visionary leadership
• Empowered people
• Organization and operational
model
• Service focused performance
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Result of employee survey

• 2008 result of employee survey
at group level was an index of
63, compared to 61 in 2007. This
is the highest score since the
measurements started in 2004.
• 80% of employees participated.

Employee satisfaction target

• Group target is an index of 67,
which means that two out of
three employees and managers
live in accordance with the joint
vision and values.

4.4, 4.16

Union consultation

• In all Nordic countries local
law and collective agreements
require union consultation on
significant changes within the
company.

4.4

Employee representation

• TeliaSonera Board of
Directors includes three
members nominated by
the trade unions (2 from
Unionen, 1 from SEKO)
• Swedish Union of Clerical
and Technical Employees
• Union of Service and Communication Employees
• Swedish Unions of Clerical
and Technical Employees
in Industry, the Telecommunications section (UnionenTele)

LA11

Employee performance and
career development reviews

• In the majority of TeliaSonera’s business units managers and their employees
carry out appraisals on at
least an annual basis.
• During 2009 a new
Group-wide performance
management process will
be launched. It will offer
a shared framework and
language for defining competencies.
• In a first step the new
performance management
process will involve 300
managers. By 2010 it will
be fully implemented to
include all employees.

• The new performance
management process
launched in 2009 will
also include majorityowned operations.

Key indicators - Empowering our employees
The scope of the data in the key indicators in this CR Report includes wholly-owned and majority-owned companies
in the countries listed in the tables. Our operations in Spain and minority-owned operations are not included. This
means that data is not comparable to those reported in Annual Report and the Year-end report 2008 which covers
all operations.
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LA1

LA1

Total workforce

Permanent employees

Total number of employees

Temporary employees

By region

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

Sweden

10 476

10 592

962

796

11 438

11 388

Finland

5 338

5 748

123

140

5 461

5 888

Norway

768

771

31

13

799

784

Denmark

1 669

1 560

37

27

1 706

1 587

Estonia

2 299

2 318

31

28

2 330

2 346

Latvia

516

515

23

20

539

535

Lithuania

4 049

3 896

98

82

4 147

3 978

Eurasia

4 620

4 187

121

247

4 741

4 434

Number of employees

2.8

2008

By business unit
Business Services

1 558

Mobility Services

7 185

Broadband Services

15 101

Eurasia

4 754

Group common functions

2 563

By gender
Male

17 100

Female

14 061

By age group

LA2

<30

9 999

31-50

15 223

> 51

5 939

Leaving employee turnover

2008

Total leaving employee turnover

15%

LA4

By age group
<30

23,90%

31-50

10,30%

> 51

11,40%

By region

2.8

Sweden

8,70%

Finland

11,30%

Norway

14,70%

Denmark

26,10%

Estonia

15,50%

Latvia

5,40%

Lithuania

27,00%

Eurasia

20,20%

Number of employees
by country and gender

Year 2008
Male

Female

Total
Sweden
Finland
Norway
Denmark
Estonia
Latvia(Miss figures
from Latvia MT)
Lithuania
Eurasia

17 100
5 958
3 293
536
1 132
1 325
284

14 061
5 480
2 168
263
574
1005
255

2 029
2 543

2 118
2 198

LA7
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Number of
employees
by country
and age

Year 2008
<30

31-50

>51

Total
Sweden
Finland
Norway
Denmark
Estonia
Latvia (Miss
figures from
Latvia MT)
Lithuania
Eurasia

9 999
2 534
1 028
237
735
860
171

15 223
5 576
3 177
504
766
1 076
297

5 939
3 328
1 256
58
205
394
71

1 627
2 807

2 011
1 816

509
118

Percentage of employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements

2008

Sweden (excluding top management)

100%

Finland

92,80%

Norway - Netcom

25%

Norway - Chess

100%

Denmark - Telia Dk

72%

Denmark - Chess

90%

Estonia - EMT

0%

Estonia Microlink

0%

Estonia Elion

0%

Lithuania Omnitel

0%

Lithuania TEO

65,50%

Latvia

100%

Uzbekistan Ucell

67%

Tajikistan Indigo

100%

Tajikistan Somoncom

100%

Nepal Mero Mobile

0%

Cambodia Star-Cell

0%

Rates of injuries and fatalities

2008

Number of lost time occupational injuries

63

Fatalities

0
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LA7

LA12

LA 12

LA13

Number of occupational injuries by
region

2008

Sweden

14

Finland

14

Norway

1

Denmark

11

Estonia

6

Latvia

0

Lithuania

4

Eurasia

13

Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career development reviews

2008

Sweden TeliaSonera

42%

Sweden Cygate

95%

Finland

75%

Norway Netcom

80%

Norway Chess

2%

Denmark

100%

Estonia EMT

15%

Estonia Microlink

85%

Estonia Elion

80%

Latvia MT

79%

Lithuania TEO

90%

Kazakhstan Kcell

99%

Azerbaijan Azercell

100%

Georgia Geocell

100%

Moldova Moldcell

80%

Uzbekistan Ucell

0%

Tajikistan Indigo

0%

Tajikistan Somoncom

0%

Nepal Mero Mobile

0%

Cambodia Star-Cell

90%

Composition of
governing bodies

2008

By gender

Male

Female

Board of Directors

6

4

Leadership team

LA13

7

2

By age group

<30

31-50

>51

Board of Directors

0

2

8

Leadership team

0

6

3

Number of managers

2008

Total number of managers

3 361

Share of managers per gender
% male

65%

% female

35%
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Our environmental
performance

Across the Group we promote the use of telecommunication services to minimize business travel. In Sweden
and Finland 100 percent of the purchased electricity
is eco-labeled or origins from sources without CO2
emissions, ensuring that the environmental impact from

At TeliaSonera we believe that our products and

generating this energy is kept to a minimum.

services can make a significant contribution to global
sustainability; both through helping our customers make

Reducing CO2-emissions from travel

the most of the technological solutions we provide and

TeliaSonera’s work to reduce the environmental impact

through our actions to minimize the environmental

of its operations started in 1997 with a focus on reduc-

impact of our own activities.

ing travel. Since then, the targets for travel reduction
have been raised significantly, with the number of trav-

Operating under
the precautionary principle

els from 2001 having been reduced by some 55 percent
for TeliaSonera in Sweden.

The precautionary principle is the basis of our way of

Setting – and meeting
– ambitious targets

handling environmental matters. In brief, this approach
means that if we have any reason to believe that our
operations might harm people’s health or the environ-

Our Swedish operations have ambitious environmental

ment we seek alternatives that are less harmful.

targets which they are well on their way to meeting.

Sustainability – we make it happen

The targets are to reduce the CO2-emissions from their

TeliaSonera’s telecom solutions provide businesses

ficiency by 5 percent per year, and increase customers’

and consumers with tools that help improve efficiency

use of telecom services by 10 percent per year.

operations by 4 percent per year, increase energy ef-

and minimize the environmental impact of their operations and lifestyles. Part of our responsibility to the

We are very proud of the environmental achievements

environment is to educate customers on how to make

of our companies in the Nordic region, an area of the

the best use of these services.

world where environmental issues have been a high
priority for some time. The level of awareness and

Our Business Services sales division is currently work-

action on such issues is still lower in other parts of the

ing in close collaboration with a selected number of

world. We aim to develop the environmental awareness

large corporate customers, reviewing the full operations

in all parts of the TeliaSonera Group and work towards

of these companies to define the role which telecom-

further mitigating the environmentally harmful effect of

munication can play in optimizing their communications,

our operations.

energy and logistical needs.
Whether promoting the use of advanced TelePresence

Leader in CO2 transparency

facilities or introducing wireless heating and cooling

In 2008, The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) ranked

controls, TeliaSonera is delivering real alternatives that

TeliaSonera as the leading Swedish large-cap company

benefit our environment.

for climate reporting. In our sector (Technology, Media
and Telecom) we were ranked as number seven in the

Making the most
of the resources at hand

world. CDP has assembled the largest corporate green-

Resource efficiency is a cornerstone of TeliaSonera’s

companies around the globe are responding to climate

house gas emissions database in the world and its analyst reports provide a detailed analysis of how the largest
change. The project is supported by a range of promi-

operations, from the energy needed to run our networks

nent leaders including the former US President Bill

and offices to replacing business related travels with

Clinton, the German Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel

tele or videoconferences. New and innovative cooling

and the Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt.

solutions at large signal stations and smaller base sta-

http://www.cdproject.net

tions as well as data server halls are examples of steps
we are taking to help increase energy efficiency.
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Our achievements

have successfully designed and implemented CSR /

TelePresence reduces business travel

results such as reductions in carbon emissions with

TeliaSonera is making use of videoconferencing and

waste produce.

CSER programmes delivering tangible and quantifiable
new workplace tools, reduced power consumption and

teleconferencing to replace business travel especially
between Helsinki and Stockholm. This has resulted in

Pioneering fuel
cell energy backup power

diminished environmental impact, more efficient use of
time and a reduction in travel costs. We have installed
TelePresence in four TelePresence facilities and also

In order to limit fossil energy consumption, TeliaSonera

videoconference equipments in 28 meeting rooms in

has piloted the introduction of fuel cell energy as back-

Sweden and Finland to make the virtual meetings as

up power for telecom in Sweden. In 2008, the number

real as possible. In 2008, 464 TelePresence meetings

of fuel cell powered exchanges and base stations were

were held, eliminating the need for 1,392 trips between

increased from four to seven.

the cities mentioned above and reducing CO2-emissions
by some 170 tons. Other benefits included saving 40
months of working time and 5.8 Msek in travelling costs.

Improved energy
efficiency of cooling systems

Telia Telematik saves energy

TeliaSonera in Finland has introduced modern and

Telia Telematik supplies products and services that can

large production facilities (such as signal stations) and

low-energy cooling solutions to save energy both at its

be used to save energy by optimizing flows, logistics

at smaller base stations of the mobile network. Sea and

and consumption. Within the road freight industry, Telia

lake water cooling is used whenever possible, as well

Telematik is used for remote monitoring of fuel consump-

as free air cooling.

tion as well as route and departure time management in
order to optimize logistics and reduce CO2 emissions.

Encouraging employees
to take care of the environment

Substitution of physical products

During 2008, Teo in Lithuania implemented an internal

TeliaSonera provides telecom solutions that substitute

environmental initiative called “Save and change your-

physical products and reduce environmental impact.

self.” Employees were encouraged to acquire at least

For instance, net-based switchboard solution Telia Cen-

one new environmentally friendly habit during the year.

trex is a flexible, safe, geographically independent, and

The project also included improved waste recycling

cost efficient switchboard solution that cuts environ-

facilities, company bicycles for short trips, and Intranet

mental impact by at least 50 percent.

information on Teo’s use of resources and the company’s environmental impact.

Energy efficiency by modernizing telecom exchanges

Environmental training program

In Sweden, 24 exchanges were replaced with modern

In Sweden, we offer an environmental awareness e-

TeleServer exchanges in 2008. These exchanges are

learning tool on our Intranet. During 2008, 644 em-

an IP-adapted solution with higher capacity and lower

ployees participated in this training. Since its launch in

energy consumption. The replacement is estimated to

2005, a total of 3,708 employees have participated and

save approximately 4-6 GWh of electricity per year.

succeeded in fulfilling the final test.

TeliaSonera nominated
for the Green Award

Reduced environmental
impact through reduced office space

TeliaSonera International Carrier was nominated for

TeliaSonera in Sweden and Finland have reduced office

two awards at the World Communication Awards in

space leading to considerable savings in energy and

London – the Green Award and Best Wholesale Car-

rental costs, as well as reduced environmental impact.

rier. The Green Award is presented to companies that

In Sweden the office space has been reduced by 50
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percent. In terms of square meters per employee, office

for Environmental and Sustainable Development at

space was reduced from 45 to 23. In Finland office

TeliaSonera in Sweden.

space was reduced by 20,000 square meters in 2008,
representing 8 percent of the total.

Case: TeliaSonera
– a leader for
the environment
In addition to providing services that help people communicate in an environmentally friendly way, TeliaSonera has high standards for managing environmental
issues within our organization. In Sweden, TeliaSonera
has won recognition as a leading environmentally conscious company.
In the mid 1990’s, TeliaSonera in Sweden stepped up
its sustainability work with an analysis of the environmental impact of our operations. The analysis indicated
that the most significant effect came from corporate
travel and transports – both internal as well as by our
entrepreneurs. The first priority then became to reduce
corporate travel by replacing physical meetings with
virtual ones and the results have been quite impressive.
We managed to reduce our number of travels by 55
percent between 2001 and 2008.

Green criteria for suppliers
TeliaSonera’s environmental and sustainability work has
been expanded beyond internal operations to requireme
nts for suppliers and climate smart solutions for clients.
As one of the first telecom operators we introduced
strict and detailed environmental requirements for suppliers as early as 1997. These requirements have since
been developed and were also the base for the newly
launched CR requirements for the Group sourcing.

Environmental training for sales force
Today, TeliaSonera uses its experience of reducing
environmental impact and saving money as a business
case. The sales organization is trained to tell customers
how TeliaSonera in Sweden reduced its carbon dioxide
footprint and cut costs by using information technology,
and to show customers how they can do the same.
“TeliaSonera is a good example of how companies can
improve their business through effective use of information technology,” says Catherine Karagianni, Manager
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CR Fact File – Our environmental performance
GRI indicator

Facts

Group

Wholly-owned

Majority-owned

• An environmental policy
is included
the TeliaSonera CSR
policy covering major
environmental issues
based on the
precautionary
principle.
• TeliaSonera
has signed
the ETNO
Environmental Charter

TeliaSonera’s CSR policy covers:

• Majority-owned companies
have locally defined policies
according to market conditions
and capabilities.
• Teo in Lithuania has committed to the ETNO Environmental charter.

According to the
CSR policy we
are to develop
and operate
the telecommunication
networks according to best
environmental
practice and…
with continuous
improvement of
the environmental management
system (EMS)
according to
the principles in
the ISO 14001
standard

• In Sweden TeliaSonera is certified
according to ISO 14001 Environmental
Management system. The system
ensures a systematic approach to
handling environmental issues.

Environmental
Management
Systems
4.8

4.8, PR1,
SO1

Environmental
Policy

Environmental
management
system

• Waste management and recycling of
cables, telephone poles, waste from
electronic and electrical equipment.
• Reduction and controlled management
of hazardous materials and contaminated soils.
• Improved energy efficiency of operations.
• Reduced business travel and transportation.
• Promoting research on electromagnetic
fields.
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4.12

External reporting on environmental issues

• Environmental data
according to
GRI included
in annual
Corporate
Responsibility
Report and
summary
in Annual
Report.
• CO2 emission figures
in this report
are not fully
comparable
between
2007 and
2008 due
to changed
calculation
methods

• Wholly-owned operations have reported
GRI-based environmental data since
2006.
• TeliaSonera reports CO2 emissions and
climate strategies through the Carbon
Disclosure Project.

EN6,
EN18,
EN26,
SO1,
PR1,
TA1

Initiatives
to reduce
greenhouse
gas emissions
and electricity
consumption

Sweden and Finland:

EC2,
EN5,
EN7,
EN18,
EN26,
TA1

Reductions
achieved

Reductions achieved in 2008 include:
• The amount of CO2-emissions per
subscriber in wholly-owned companies
decreased by 11 % from 2007.
• Despite the increased transmission
capacity of TeliaSonera in Sweden, the
energy consumption has remained at almost the same level as in the year 2007.

• Investment decisions are based on a
life-cycle approach, whereby the usability of current equipment is evaluated
against CO2 emissions caused by new
equipment production.
• Increasing energy efficiency by modernization of telecommunications equipment
in service production facilities.
• Introducing free air cooling.
• Producing backup power with fuel cell
technology at sites for radio base stations and telephony exchanges.
• Cooling with sea or lake water where
possible.
• Buying electricity produced by renewable primary sources (eco-labeled and
certified). In Sweden and Finland 100
% of the purchased electricity is ecolabeled or origins from sources without
CO2 emissions.
• Replacing the need to travel by using
TelePresence, tele and videoconferences as well as web communication tools.
• Promotion of remote maintenance
techniques and reduction in travel for
maintenance and service: more than
70 % of customer issues can be fixed
remotely.
• Applying a policy of one computer and
one phone per employee.
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• Teo pays special attention to
the use of energy and hazardous materials, waste management, work and product
requirements and provision of
information and data on the
organization’s environmental
impact.
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4.8, EN7,
EN18,
EN26,
SO1,
TA2

Travel and
transport

• TeliaSonera has a policy to reduce the
need to travel by using TelePresence,
tele and video conferences as well as
web communication tools.
• Employees and contractors must utilize
virtual conferencing methods over travelling for meetings whenever possible.
• Employees are required to consider the
environmental impact of their travel and
choose trains over planes and public
transport or shared cars over single
vehicle use whenever possible.
• Meeting organizers at TeliaSonera are
obliged to consider the best meeting
format by taking cost and environmental
issues into account based on the geographical locations of participants.
• Remote maintenance techniques are
promoted. More than 70 % of customer
issues formerly resulting in call-outs can
now be fixed remotely.
• Subcontractor travel for maintenance
and service are optimized.

• Teo in Lithuania has provided
bikes for employees to use for
trips with in proximity to the
office.

4.8

Promoting
environmental
awareness
among employees

• In Sweden all employees have to
complete an e-learning course about
sustainability and the environment.
TeliaSonera’s environmental ethos is
also part of the orientation program for
all new employees.
• The TeliaSonera computers connected
to the common network have been
installed with a screensaver that urges
employees to conserve energy by
switching off computers and lights.

• Teo implemented a “Save and
change yourself” project which
encouraged employees to acquire at least one environment
saving habit during 2008.
• During “Green Day – for we
care” at Moldcell in Moldova, 30 Moldcell employees,
including top management,
planted trees and cleaned
the “Valea Trandafirilor” park
together with 170 other employees from 13 companies.

4.13,
SO1

Engagement in
environmental
initiatives

• ETNO
• Global Compact
• GSM Association
• Carbon
Disclosure
Project

• The industry initiative Green IT in
Sweden.
• Participation in the environmental group
of Finnish Federation for Communications and Teleinformatics (FiCom), an
organisation that cooperates for the ICT
industry in Finland.
• During Energy Efficiency Week, held
6-12 October 2008, two of TeliaSonera’s
facilities in Helsinki reported on the
consumption of electricity on the intranet
each day. The aim was to highlight how
even small energy-saving measures
count and entail both cost savings and
positive environmental impact. During the week, the savings in electricity
consumption at the two facilities totalled
about 2,000 kWh.

• “Green Day – for we care” at
Moldcell in Moldova.

EN28

Monetary value
of significant
fines and
total number of
non-monetary
sanctions for
non-compliance
with environmental laws and
regulations

• No significant
incidents to
report
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Products and
Services
EN6,
EN7,
EN26,
TA1

Energy efficiency of transmission networks

• TeliaSonera strives to increase the energy efficiency in the network by:
-- Modernizing telecommunications
equipment, power transformation
systems and cooling systems.
-- Requires suppliers of equipment
to secure that their designers are
skilled in the area of energy efficient
design.
-- Cooling with sea or lake water, or
free air ventilation where possible.
-- Buying electricity produced by
renewable primary sources (ecolabeled and certified).
-- Installation of automatic light-switching systems and energy-saving light
bulbs.
• In order to limit fossil energy consumption, TeliaSonera has introduced fuel
cell power backup in pilot base stations
in Sweden. During 2008 the number
of fuel cell powered base stations was
increased from four to seven.
• TeliaSonera’s vendor requirements take
into account the EU code of conduct on
the electricity consumption of broadband
equipment and the EU code of conduct
on efficiency of external power supplies.
• TeliaSonera has signed the ETNO Code
of Conduct on Energy Consumption of
Broadband Equipment.
• In Finland, TeliaSonera participated in
fuel cell research organized by TEKES
(The Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation).

• Teo in Lithuania, which has
reduced energy consumption
by switching over to free cooling ventilation for buildings,
thermal regulators for electric
heaters in rural telephone
exchanges, rectifiers for
power supplies for telecom
equipment, and replacing old
current rectifiers and analogue
telephone exchanges.

PR1

Materials used
in products

• TeliaSonera’s vendor requirements take
into account corporate environmental
guidelines and policies, as well as EU
codes of conduct in applicable areas.
• For suppliers, TeliaSonera has introduced sourcing CR requirements including a black list of prohibited substances
and a grey list of substances to be
avoided.

• Teo in Lithuania switched to
batteries from series CTV to
substitute lead in equipment
during 2008.

EN26,
EN27

Recycling of
products

• TeliaSonera is responsible for the collection and recycling of electronic goods
in accordance with the EU Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
Directive of Producer Responsibility.
• TeliaSonera reuses or recycles all waste
using specialist contractors. Percentage
of products recycled varies from country
to country from 20 % to over 95 %.
• In 2008, TeliaSonera has undertaken
several campaigns to promote recycling
of old phones that are no longer used.
Customers are encouraged to bring the
phones to TeliaSonera shop.

• Teo in Lithuania recycles all
used employee phones.
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TA1, TA2

Telecommunication services
with environmental benefits

• TeliaSonera’s
products enable customers to replace
and substitute physical
products with
telecom services. Such
products
include:
• Video and
teleconferencing
services
• Flexible working solutions
• Mobile services
• Telephone
answering
services

• In order to promote environmental
awareness and possible ways to reduce
environmental impact amongst customers TeliaSonera sales people are trained
on how products can reduce environmental impact.
• TeliaSonera Telematics products reduce
environmental impact by optimizing
traffic flows, electricity consumption, and
logistics.

• All vendors
and contractors must
conform to
WHO and
the United
Nations’
recommendations in their
supplies and
deliveries to
TeliaSonera.

• TeliaSonera follows the EMF norms
that have been issued by WHO and the
United Nations to ensure human health
and safety.
• TeliaSonera has a dedicated team at its
Mobility Services unit that has responsibility for coordinating Group measures
and activities around the EMF issue.
• TeliaSonera wholly-owned companies
have a public EMF policy. According to
this policy:
-- All suppliers and contractors are to
fully comply with ICNIRP guidelines.
-- TeliaSonera expects its suppliers
to adapt if new collective scientific
information concludes that exposure
levels should be changed in any
way.
-- Link to EMF Policy:

Electromagnetic
fields (EMF)
I06, I07,
PA8,
4.12

Policies and
practices to
communicate
EMF related
issues

PR1, I04,
I06, 4.12

EMF and handsets

• All mobile phones provided to TeliaSonera by suppliers must comply with
ICNIRP guidelines. These guidelines set
a maximum SAR value of 2W/kg for a
mobile phone.

EN26,
PR1, I05,
IO7, 4.12

EMF and base
stations

• TeliaSonera acts according to the EU
Directives and Council recommendations regarding the limitation of exposure
of the general public to electromagnetic
fields.
• All base stations provided to TeliaSonera by its suppliers must comply with
ICNIRP guidelines.
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I03, 4.12

EMF safety
instructions
for field
personnel

PA9

Contributions
to EMF
research

• TeliaSonera acts according to the EU Directives
and Council recommendations regarding the
exposure of workers to electromagnetic fields.
• In Sweden and Finland, EMF safety instructions
are applied for people working in masts.
• In 2008, TeliaSonera allocated
SEK 500,000 to EMF research.
The GSM association members’
fee also includes support to EMF
research.

Key indicators - Our environmental performance
The scope of the data in the Key indicators – Our environmental performance includes wholly-owned companies for
2006-2008, and in a separate table the majority-owned companies EMT, Elion and Teo.

EN3

2008

2007

2006

Direct energy consumption
by primary energy source

Direct energy consumption by primary source, TJ

54

42

33

Wholly-owned companies

Fuel Oil

49

29

33

Diesel and Gasoline

2

2

0

Natural Gas

3

11

0.1

2008

2007

2006

2008
EN3

EN4

Direct energy consumption
by primary energy source

Direct energy consumption by primary source, TJ

535

EMT, Elion, TEO

Fuel Oil

2

Diesel and Gasoline

529

Natural Gas

4

Indirect energy consumption
by primary source

Indirect energy consumption by primary source, TJ

3,112

3,108

2,979

Wholly-owned companies

Coal

320

361

1,002

Oil

0

43

2

Nuclear Energy

179

260

250

Renewable Energy

2,367

2,179

1,465

District Heating

246

266

260

2008

2007

2006

185,240

-

180,000

2008
EN4

EN8

Indirect energy consumption
by primary source

Indirect energy consumption by primary source, TJ

330

EMT, Elion, TEO

Coal

303

Oil

9

Nuclear Energy

0

Renewable Energy

0

District Heating

19

Total water withdrawal by
source, m3
Wholly-owned companies

Municipal water

Total water withdrawal by
source, m3
EMT, Elion, TEO

2008
Municipal water

61,701

Rainwater

19,649
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Please note:The figures for CO2 emissions for 2007and 2008 are
not fully comparable due to changes in calculating methods
2008

2007

2006

Total direct and indirect
greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight, tons of CO2

64,533

77,121

107,672

Wholly-owned companies

Direct CO2 emissions

4,062

3,45

3,166

Indirect CO2 emissions

60,471

73,671

104,506

EN16

2008

EN17

Total direct and indirect
greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight, tons of CO2

84,032

EMT, Elion, TEO

Direct CO2 emissions

50,326

Indirect CO2 emissions

33,706
2008

2007

2006

Other relevant indirect
greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

Other relevant indirect GHG emission (CO2 tons)

56,57

50,631

45,540

Wholly-owned companies

Business travel

16,668

21,776

25,161

Driving for maintenance and transportations

27,227

28,855

20,379

Transports of products and materials

14,606

9,519

2,693

2008
EN17

Other relevant indirect
greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

Other relevant indirect GHG emission (CO2 tons)

773

EMT, Elion, TEO

Business travel

773

Driving for maintenance and transportations

-

Transports of products and materials

2008

EN22

Total weight of waste by type Total weight of waste, tons
and disposal method

25,656

Wholly-owned companies

Hazardous waste (to national specifications)

14,882

Cables

1,567

Electronic

607

Share of recycled waste

Varies from country to country
from about 20 % to over 95 %
2008

EN22

EN29

Total weight of waste by type Total weight of waste, tons
and disposal method

937

EMT, Elion, TEO

Hazardous waste (to national specifications)

63

Cables

22

Electronic

15

Share of recycled waste

-

Significant environmental
impacts of transporting
products and other goods
and materials used for the
organization’s operations,
and transporting members
of the workforce

See EN17
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Fair business
in all markets

Code of Ethics

As part of the drive to introduce a one company ap-

managers and staff. This is to ensure that all employees

We believe our employees are our most valuable asset.
To protect and empower our employees in their daily
work, the Code of Ethics has been communicated to
are aware of the level of expectation placed on them.

proach across our businesses, whether wholly- or
majority-owned, TeliaSonera is providing an integrated

TeliaSonera’s Code of Ethics not only provides guidance

framework to ensure that the ethical principles and

on how to live up to our shared values. It also aims to help

standards of conduct are recognized throughout
the company.

our employees understand the responsibilities that come

With the TeliaSonera Code of Ethics as the framework,

on how to resolve potentially difficult situations.

with employment in TeliaSonera and to find instructions

all operations apply similar standards to decide if a

The Code of Ethics prohibits all employees from accept-

course of action is right or wrong. We work along with

ing or giving illegitimate benefits or favors in return for

our suppliers and contractors to ensure a common

business decisions or activity on behalf of TeliaSonera.

approach and way of doing good business in all our
operations around the world.

Duty to blow the whistle

TeliaSonera has a long history of achieving success

The TeliaSonera Code of Ethics guides our employ-

through honest and fair business practices.

ees in keeping high ethical standards. All employees

While we expand our business, we ensure that our

and managers are expected and encouraged to blow

undertakings meet our ethical standards in all markets

the whistle if they come across anything that does not

where we operate. We work maintaining the same high

seem to comply with the Code or other internal policies,

standards of ethics and corporate responsibility across

without the fear of adverse consequences. Importantly,

diverse markets by delivering clear and consistent mes-

they have the right to remain anonymous when doing so.

sages about the way we do business and by creating
effective governance systems.

New markets – same standards

Business integrity
along the supply chain

In Eurasia, we have a specific Code of Ethics and

TeliaSonera demands high Corporate Responsibility

Conduct for our operations. In this region TeliaSonera is

standards from our suppliers. In 2008, we launched

a significant long-term committed industrial investor and

enhanced Corporate Responsibility requirements for

plays an important role in developing the infrastructure

selecting and evaluating suppliers and sub-contractors.

and contributing to the economic growth in the region.

The requirements support the principles of the UN

We have a proven track record of building established

Global Compact, the TeliaSonera Code of Ethics and

and profitable operations in these markets with strong

the TeliaSonera CSR Policy.

involvement of local management. TeliaSonera is
committed to continue investing into this region and to

The new standards give us a platform for an active

create leading market positions through organic growth

engagement with suppliers to promote good corporate

and acquisitions.

responsibility management practices. We expect our
suppliers to demonstrate continuous improvement in
this field.

Growing CR awareness in Eurasia

The new sourcing requirements are in the process of

Although there are challenges in some markets,

being implemented. A first step will be to apply them to

TeliaSonera is inspired to see a growing level of public

all wholly-owned operations. In Eurasia, our operations

awareness of environmental, social and governance

have local sourcing policies that ensure competition,

issues. We are doing business in a responsible and sus-

right pricing and ethical decision making. Over the

tainable way, and are often taking the lead in their mar-

coming years our ambition is to create fully integrated

kets to introduce best corporate responsibility practices.

sourcing standards for all our operations.
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Our achievements

Case: Moldcell
pioneering fair business
through the national
Global Compact Network

Azercell Corporate
Responsibility initiative
In May 2008, Azercell organized a two-day international
CR conference in Baku, Azerbaijan under the theme of
“Invest in the Future.” 750 representatives from local

As one of Moldova’s Corporate Responsibility pioneers,

and foreign companies, governmental and non-govern-

Moldcell was involved in the creation of the Global

mental organizations participated in discussions on a

Compact Network in Moldova in 2006. This initiative

number of themes around the prevention of corruption,

was launched in cooperation with the local UN office.

child labor and social problems.
Moldcell’s Head of Corporate Communication Rodica

Moldcell - Grand Prix
for CSR activities

Verbeniuc was elected Chairperson of the Global

The American Chamber of Commerce awarded Mold-

Principles of the Global Compact. This included a Code

cell the “The Grand Prix for CSR” for the best overall

of Conduct to prevent all forms of child labor which lists

CSR activities in Moldova during 2008 within the cat-

15 actions aimed at rehabilitation and social integration

egory “For a Better CSR.” Moldcell received the award

of children involved in child labor.

Compact Network in 2008. Under her leadership, the
network launched a number of initiatives to promote the

for promoting CSR values and taking a responsible
approach to doing business.

Campaign against corruption

Omnitel – Socially Responsible
Company 2008 and Workplace of
the Year 2008

The tenth principle of the Global Compact calls for

Omnitel in Lithuania was recognized as a Socially

To encourage CR among up and coming leaders, Mold-

Responsible Company 2008 and Workplace of the Year

cell and nine other companies contributed to a compila-

2008 in the National Awards For Socially Responsible

tion of case studies for the academic course “Ethics

Business when 22 companies competed for the Na-

and CSR” that will be added to the curriculum at Moldo-

tional Awards for Responsible Business. Only most ad-

va State University. In addition, the initiative sponsored

vanced companies, which have made the largest con-

a “Business Plan Contest” for youth by providing a prize

tribution creating social welfare and reducing negative

of USD 1,000 for the best CR business plan.

an end to corruption. Moldcell and six other member
companies joined the national campaign “You Can Stop
Corruption” to promote this.

impact to environment, received awards at the event
held in March in the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences.
The awards are the first and unique initiative in its way

Forum for stakeholder dialogue

among ones supported by the state institutions, aiming

The Global Compact Network has created a platform

at encouraging companies to implement principles of

of dialogue that brings Moldovan businesses and their

social responsibility in their everyday activities.

key stakeholders – the Government, the media and civil
society – for long-term collaboration. This dialogue was

Corporate Responsibility
in main requirements for suppliers

recognized by network members as their most impor-

Relacom, one of TeliaSonera’s suppliers providing serv-

Rodica Verbeniuc of Moldcell was awarded a Certifi-

ices within construction, installation and maintenance

cate of Appreciation “in recognition of her outstanding

services for fixed and mobile networks, has during

accomplishments in developing the Global Compact

2008 replaced 1,000 old cars with new environmentally

Network in Moldova in 2008” by the Resident Coordina-

friendly cars in Sweden. This decision was well in line

tor of the UN office in Moldova.

tant achievement during 2008.

with TeliaSonera’s enhanced Corporate Responsibility
requirements for suppliers launched during 2008.
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CR Fact File – Fair business in all markets
GRI indicator

Topic

Group

Wholly-owned

Majority-owned

• The TeliaSonera shared
values are the basis
for our Code of Ethics.
They constitute common
standards and guide employees in their everyday
work and decision-making. The shared values
are:

• The TeliaSonera Code of
Ethics, launched in 2005,
commits all employees in
wholly-owned companies
to:
• Do the right thing
• Be a good citizen
• Win with ethics
• Act with respect
• Value integrity
• Communicate clearly
• Avoid conflicts of interest
and handle information
with care
• Handle assets with care
• Blow the whistle
• Improve continually
• The Code of Ethics is
available on our website.

• TeliaSonera in Eurasia’s written
system of standards of ethical
conduct is based on the Code
of Ethics and Conduct of Fintur
Holdings (Code), setting out the
ethical standards which guide
all majority-owned operations in
Eurasia.
• The Code has been communicated to all managers and staff
in local languages. It is available
on the external website (www.
finturholdings.com), company
intranet and local company
intranets. Printed booklets are
available at most locations.
• In Lithuania, the Teo Code of
Ethics informs and educates
employees on business ethics
and behavior.

Ethical
standards
4.8

Code of Ethics

• Add Value
• Show Respect
• Make it happen
• During 2008, a review
of the CR policies, and
the Code of Ethics,
was initiated in order to
implement an integrated framework for all
majority-owned companies. This work continues
in 2009.
4.8

Compliance of
Code of Ethics

• Compliance with the
Code of Ethics as well as
other internal policies is
an integral part of the TeliaSonera Group internal
audit function.

• According to the Code
of Ethics all employees
are expected to blow
the whistle if they come
across anything that does
not seem to comply with
the Code or other internal
policies, without the
fear of adverse consequences.

• In Eurasia all business units
are subject to monthly internal
controls including controls of
financial transactions and cash
flows as well as compliance with
the corporate policies. If irregularities or control deficiencies
are identified, immediate action
is taken.

4.8

Training programs including
values and ethics

• In 2009 a new Groupwide performance
management process will
be launched. Alignment
with shared values and
business objectives will
be an important element
of this new process.

• In Finland, Mobility
Services has operated
a development project
aimed at mobilizing all
employees to work for
the same goal: better
profitability. A series of
employee workshops
called K2 work camps
were launched during
2008.
• In 2008 Mobility Services
in Denmark implemented
Next Level, a new
strategy focused on cost
efficiency and profitability.
• The communication
strategy, based on the
principles involvement,
execution and follow up,
has shown good results
in many ways.

• When first adopted in 2006
the Fintur Code of Ethics and
Conduct was presented and discussed at the annual networking event of managers within
Eurasian operations. Follow-up
workshops were held internally
in each operation.
• The Code of Ethics and Conduct
has also been highlighted and
discussed in other management
meetings in Eurasia.
• When employed, employees
at Teo are required to sign a
number of documents, including
the Code of Ethics.
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4.8

Routines for reporting violations
to the Code of
Ethics

• Employees are expected
to blow the whistle if they
come across anything
that does not comply
with the Code of Ethics
or other internal policies
by telling their immediate
superior or any member
of executive management, or by sending an
anonymous letter to the
chairman of the Audit
Committee. Employees
should blow the whistle
without the fear of adverse consequences.
• This procedure is described in the Code of
Ethics.

• In Eurasia, any employee aware
of a violation is encouraged to
report it to his/her supervisor or
anonymously via the “GOOD
Faith” web-based whistle-blower
system.
• Violations of the Code of Ethics
and Conduct are usually managed according to the labor laws
of the company. In cases of a
severe violation, the employee
is dismissed.
• In Lithuania, violations of provisions in the Teo Code may result
in different sanctions, including
dismissal.

Incidents of
non-compliance
during 2008

• A limited number of allegations of incidents have
been investigated and
found not to be violating the Code of Ethics.
However, the investigations have contributed
to further improving our
processes.

• In Eurasia, there have been a
few allegations of incidents of
non-compliance during 2008.
They have been investigated
and have been found to not
violating the Code. No incidents
were reported to the “GOOD
Faith” whistle blower system.

Number of cases
brought through
dispute resolution
mechanisms

• In Lithuania, Teo has been
involved in five cases brought
through dispute resolution
mechanisms.

Investment
activities
HR1

Human rights
screening

• All TeliaSonera’s acquisitions, both wholly- or
minority-owned, are
subject to an in-depth
assessment of a number
of risk factors, such as
government structure,
political regime, international relations, human
rights, law enforcement
standards and existence
of corruption.

Subcontractors
and suppliers
4.8

Sourcing Policy

• Sourcing Policy was last
updated and approved in
2008 .

• Group Sourcing manages
sourcing activities in
wholly-owned operations.
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• Eurasian operations currently
have local sourcing policies that
ensure competition, right pricing
and ethical decision making.
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4.8

Corporate
Responsibility
requirements

• All purchasing in
TeliaSonera follows the
Delegation of Authorities guidelines set up at
Group level.

• TeliaSonera requires high
corporate responsibility
standards from suppliers. New enhanced CR
requirements for sourcing
were launched in 2008
and will continue to be
implemented from 2009
onwards.
• In Sweden, Telia has
been screening suppliers’
environmental performance for more than ten
years.
• For example there is a
black list of prohibited
substances and a grey
list of substances to be
avoided. Internal instructions for the sourcing
managers have been
communicated via online/
video meetings, e-mail
and team meetings.

• As operations of Group Sourcing
are broadened to include majority-owned operations, these
requirements will be integrated
with the policies at Group level.
• All Eurasian operations have
had local sourcing policies that
ensure competition, right pricing
and ethical decision making.

4.8

Compliance of
sourcing policy

• Compliance is evaluated
by Key Performance
Indicator reporting. A
Group-level compliance
program is currently being implemented.
• Together with its main
equipment suppliers
TeliaSonera is preparing
a global frame contract
with common terms for
the entire Group. This
is already in place with
some suppliers.

• In Sweden, self-assessment questionnaires
are used as a compliance tool; for example
questions regarding the
black and grey list for
substances.

• When a request for proposal is
prepared at the Eurasian HQ or
locally the following aspects are
taken into consideration:

4.8, HR2

Screening of
suppliers and
contractors on
human rights

• Group-wide supply chain
requirements regarding
environmental, social and
ethical issues, including human rights, were
developed in 2008. The
basis of the requirements
is our CSR policy and
our Code of Ethics and
the Sourcing policy. The
CR requirements are
also a result of demands
from our customers.
The first version of the
new requirements was
introduced in the Group
sourcing unit in the
spring of 2008.
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•
•
•
•

Compliance to requirements
Commercial aspects
Project delivery capability
Other relevant issues
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Corporate Security Policy
4.8

Local policies

• TeliaSonera manages
continuity of services according to implemented
policies for Business
Continuity and Crisis
Management. There are
local Corporate Security
policies in place.

• TeliaSonera Corporate
Risk Management Policy
defines key concepts and
risk management roles
and responsibilities.

• Eurasian operations usually
have local policies on Security
issues.

• The basis of
TeliaSonera´s CSR policy
is to support the United
Nations Universal Declaration on Human Rights,
the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Companies and the elementary
ILO conventions and to
encourage and assist our
suppliers, subcontractors
and associated companies to do the same.
• TeliaSonera CSR Policy
applies to all whollyowned operations and is
a recommendation also
for majority-owned businesses.

• The TeliaSonera CSR
policy covers the whollyowned operations.

• Teo has a local CSR Policy,
which was signed by the Teo
CEO in 2007. It is disclosed in
Teo CSR report 2006 and 2007.
Link to Teo CSR Policy.
• Eurasian operators in general do
not have a separate CSR Policy.

Corporate
Responsibility
Policy
4.8, 4.12,

Local policies

Link to CSR Policy.

Anti-corruption
4.8

Anti-corruption
measures

• The Code of Ethics prohibits all employees from
accepting or giving illegitimate benefits or favors
for decisions. Employees
are requested to refrain
from doing anything
that could compromise
their ability to perform
their role objectively and
professionally.

4.8

Routines for reporting incidents
of corruption

• Signs of corruption
will be dealt within the
Group-wide internal
control framework and
through the whistle-blower function.

• The Eurasian operations have
a Code of Ethics and Conduct
which is in line with TeliaSonera
policies. In some parts these
policies are more detailed in
order to deal with the particular
challenges of this region.

• Signs of corruption will be
dealt within the internal
control framework.
• According to the Code
of Ethics employees are
expected to blow the
whistle if they witness
that does not appear to
comply with the Codes
or other internal policies,
without the fear of adverse consequences.
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• Signs of corruption will be
dealt within the internal control
framework.
• In Eurasia, any employee aware
of a violation is encouraged to
report it to his/her supervisor
or anonymous via the “GOOD
Faith” web-based whistle-blower
system.
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S02

Percentage and
total number of
business units
analyzed for risks
related to corruption

• Five out of eight Eurasian operations (Azercell-Azerbaijan, Geocell-Georgia, Kcell-Kazakhstan,
Moldcell-Moldova and UcellUzbekistan) go through internal
controls audit every year, where
key risks and controls related
to corruption are analyzed and
tested. The remaining three
operations (Indigo/SomoncomTajikistan, Mero Mobile-Nepal
and Star-Cell-Cambodia) will
be part of the same process
following implementation of SAP
system.

S03

Percentage
of employees trained in
organization’s
anti-corruption
policies and
procedures

• The anti-corruption policies and
procedures are mainly covered
by the Code of Ethics and
Conduct. 71 % of employees in
Eurasia that are trained in this.
• In the most mature Eurasian
operations (Azercell, Geocell,
Kcell, Moldcell), almost all
employees and managers are
trained for the Code of Ethics
and Conduct.
• In recently acquired operations
(Spice Nepal and Star-Cell),
TeliaSonera in Eurasia management gave presentations to all
employees where the Code
and main principles including
anti-corruption policies were
introduced.
• Ucell, Indigo/Somoncom are
planning trainings for all of employees during 2009.

Key Indicators – Fair business in all markets
Connecting with Fair business, Fact file
Incidents of corruption: No incidents reported in 2008

SO4

SO8

Wholly-owned companies

0

Elion in Estonia and Teo in Lithuania

0

Eurasia

0

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption
Wholly-owned companies

0

Elion in Estonia and Teo in Lithuania

0

Eurasia

NA

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary
sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations
Wholly-owned companies

0

Elion in Estonia and Teo in Lithuania

0

Eurasia

NA
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Contributing
to society

Our products and services enhance the lives of individuals and improve the prospects for businesses by
connecting them to the vast global Internet economy.
With the growing availability of mobile broadband,
e-commerce is not limited by national borders or by the

As an industry leader, through the employment we

need for costly physical infrastructure.

create and the taxes we pay, TeliaSonera makes a
significant contribution to society. Through continuous

Expanding coverage

improvements in performance, cost and energy
efficiency, the products and services we provide are

The low penetration of telephony in emerging markets

also important to the development and well-being of the

represents a growth opportunity and provides a chance

communities in which we operate.

for TeliaSonera to make a contribution to bridging the
digital divide. Through our expansion in Eurasia we aim
to capitalize on these opportunities.

Information and communications technologies are
drivers of growth and economic development as well a

In 2008 TeliaSonera entered two new markets in Eur-

positive force for openness and transparency.

asia through strategic investments in Mero Mobile in
Whether connecting village schools in Moldova or

Nepal and Star-Cell in Cambodia. Both markets demon-

supporting deaf children in Lithuania, TeliaSonera is

strate the opportunity for TeliaSonera with their young

committed to investing its resources and ideas in order

and fast growing populations, low mobile penetration

to put the principle of adding value into practice.

and dynamic economic growth prospects.

Bridging the digital divide

Safe and secure

At TeliaSonera, we are mindful of the gap that ex-

TeliaSonera recognizes its responsibility for protecting

ists between those people who have access to global

its customers’ privacy and rights to free speech. The

information and communications networks and those

very accessibility and connectivity our products and

who do not. This digital divide is often colored by other

services provide can be misused to harass and cause

disparities, such as income or age. The result is a

harm. We work in close collaboration with international

waste of talent and opportunity that is an unnecessary

and national governmental authorities, law enforcement

burden on society.

and social organizations to help communities educate
and support citizens in the appropriate use of telecommunications technologies.

TeliaSonera is helping to bridge this digital divide by
bringing our communications infrastructure and expertise to developing countries and by providing access

We engage with our stakeholders on these issues in

through low-cost solutions in all our markets. We believe

an open and transparent manner. In 2008, TeliaSon-

that society is strengthened when all citizens, whatever

era took the chair of the Information Security Working

their backgrounds, can connect to the digital community.

Group of ETIS, a membership based organization that
brings together the major telecommunications providers

Our experience has shown that technology brings

in Europe to work on key information and communica-

communities closer together. In many of our markets,

tions technology issues.

TeliaSonera’s networks are providing connectivity that
In 2008, The Global Network Initiative – a multi-stake-

is vital to the livelihood of many communities.

holder forum that TeliaSonera contributed to initially

Adding value to society

– launched Principles on Protecting and Advancing

The expansion of mobile, wireless and wired broadband

Communications Technologies. The principles were

services offers substantial benefit to society. We deliver

signed by the US Internet companies. TeliaSonera and

productivity gains through technology that directly

other telecom operators did not sign the principles, but

contribute to our local economies, thereby enabling

will continue to work on these issues individually and

further investments in local businesses and creating

through industry organizations.

Freedom of Expression and Privacy in Information and

more employment.
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Contributing to local
communities in Eurasia

Activities for vulnerable teens
TeliaSonera cooperates with the Fryshuset foundation,

Our companies are important contributors to the societ-

which supports teenagers by offering a wide range of

ies we operate in. TeliaSonera is a significant investor in

activities, such as leisure activities, academic programs

Eurasia and plays an important role as an infrastructure

and other efforts to support youth living in difficult

builder, employer and tax payer. We have an unrivalled

circumstances.

track record of more than ten years of achievement in
the region. Being part of the local society is a prereq-

http://www.fryshuset.se

uisite for success, and our ambition is to be seen as a
local player that is part of a solid international group.

Free time for flood victims in Moldova
Moldcell gave away more than one million free minutes

Our achievements

during the two weeks after severe floods in August
2008, which helped more than 22,000 people from 64

Taking a stand
against child sexual abuse

localities situated in 15 calamity regions.

network of organizations and individuals working

Connecting remote
villages in Tajikistan

together for the elimination of child prostitution, child

In 2008 the village of Obburdon, high in the Pamir

In Sweden, we have partnered with ECPAT, a global

pornography, trafficking and the grooming of children for

mountains, was able to communicate with the outside

sexual purposes.

world for the first time thanks to the mobile services of
our Tajikistan operator, Somoncom.

http://www.ecpat.net

Focus on Lithuanian competitiveness

Technology to block abusive content

Omnitel is an active member of Infobalt, an association

Taking a stand against content depicting child sexual

of Lithuanian IT, communications and electronics com-

abuse is an important part of TeliaSonera’s corporate

panies as well as scientific institutions and non-govern-

responsibility program, and with our global IP-network

mental organizations. By stimulating the exchange of

we are in a position to prevent this material from

experience and innovation processes, Infobalt seeks

spreading further. In September 2008, we launched a

to amplify Lithuania’s competitiveness in the EU

free service allowing operators and Internet Service

and worldwide.

Providers the ability to deny users access to websites
containing child sexual abuse images. This service was
developed in partnership with the company NetClean and

Connecting deaf children in Lithuania

the list of prohibited URLs is continuously updated by

In 2008, Omnitel encouraged its business customers to

the independent organization Internet Watch Foundation.

donate funds intended for its annual Christmas parties
to deaf children. The initiative resulted in LTL 500,000

Preventing e-bullying

(USD 188,000) allocated for cochlear implants, and LTL

TeliaSonera collaborates with Friends, Sweden’s largest

these children successfully adapt to the hearing community.

100,000 (USD 37,500) for rehabilitation which will help

anti-bullying organization. We participate in initiatives
to prevent the bullying of children and teenagers via

Moldcell awarded
Best Tax payer 2007

mobile phones and the Internet. In November 2008,
TeliaSonera and Friends created “Schysst på nätet”,
a handbook about e-bullying geared towards people

In 2008, Moldcell was awarded “Best Tax Payer 2007”

working with children and teenagers.

for the third consecutive year.

http://www.friends.se
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Supporting village schools in Moldova

personalized exercises and a certificate proving their

Moldcell is an active participant of the national program

quired knowledge on to family and friends in their local

skills. Once trained, these individuals pass their ac-

“Education for All” supported by the World Bank and the

communities. In addition to familiarizing citizens with

Ministry of Education. The program aims to create op-

basic IT programs such as Instant Messaging, Excel

portunities for children from socially vulnerable families

and PowerPoint, the project provided education on how

in rural areas to enroll in pre-school education.

to utilize e-services in everyday life.

Teo offers lower tariffs

The “Window to the Future” project also included

Teo actively participates in social solidarity projects fo-

people receiving tailored computer literacy training.

special training for disabled people, with 400 disabled

cusing on children, elderly and disabled people. Among
others things, the company offers retired and socially

For those who were unable to attend classes in person,

disadvantaged people the opportunity to communicate

the project offered distance learning courses on the

with family members and relatives at a reduced tariff.

best ways to ensure safe and easy ICT usage.

The LTL 5 discount is applied to the monthly fee of the
payment plan Vietinis (Local).

Case: Omnitel’s digital
literacy campaign
TeliaSonera’s Lithuanian subsidiary Omnitel has a
strong track record of corporate responsibility and engagement in social projects.
In 2002, Omnitel initiated the “Window to the Future” alliance together with Swedbank, SEB, Sonex Group and
Alna Group. The project’s goal was to bridge the digital
divide and drive growth and competitiveness by promoting Internet use and digital literacy among Lithuanians.
By providing basic computer training and information
about safe Internet usage to people without computer
literacy skills, the project became a driver of social
development in Lithuania. In 2008, the project was recognized by the European Commission at the European
e-Inclusion Awards.

Reaching 300,000 Lithuanians
“Window to the Future” has been implemented in all 60
municipalities of Lithuania and has reached more than
300,000 citizens.
Activities have included improving Internet access with
the creation of more than 800 public Internet access
points – with the majority of these situated in rural areas
– and free training on computer and Internet usage.
80,000 people participated in computer classes and
were given written materials to take away with them,
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CR Fact File
– Contributing to society
GRI indicator

Topic

Group

Wholly-owned

• In Sweden, Telia has a long
history of operating fixed-line
networks. To ensure the market’s requirements for transparency and equal treatment of all
users of the network, Telia has
established a wholly-owned
infrastructure subsidiary in
Sweden, named Skanova Access AB.
• Skanova Access AB was established on January 1, 2008.
It provides network access on
equal commercial terms to all
operators in the market.

Majority-owned

Engaging with
authorities
4.17,
4.16,
4.15,
SO5

Engagement
with governments and
authorities

• In our industry, governments
control operator licenses,
frequencies and other pre-requisites for operation. Therefore,
engaging with governments and
authorities is a regular part of
TeliaSonera’s business.

4.17,
4.16,
SO5

Public policy
engagement

The objective of TeliaSonera’s
engagement in public policy is to
promote a regulatory environment
that:
• Is stable and foreseeable
• Encourages investments and
innovation
• Promotes equal opportunity and
innovation

4.17,
SO5

Focus areas
during 2008

In 2008, TeliaSonera focused its
public policy engagements on the
following areas:
• The review the EU Regulatory
Framework for electronic communications
• Roaming pricing
• Interconnection and access to
networks
• Communications related copyright issues

Political contributions

• TeliaSonera has a policy of not
making political donations, and
in line with policy, none were
made in 2008.
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• In Eurasia we participate actively in promoting modern and
transparent telecommunication laws and
regulation, helping to
level the playing field
and create fair conditions for all market
participants.
• In Eurasia we regularly engage with regulators in a fair and
transparent manner,
sharing experience
and opinions. Political independence is
crucial in maintaining
our integrity.
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EC4

Taxes, subsidies and financial assistance

• Other than the EU grant to
Teo in Lithuania, TeliaSonera
has not received any financial
assistance or subsidies from
governments during 2008.
• For information on corporate
tax expense, please see Key
indicators.

• In 2008, Teo received
LTL 1.8 million (SEK
6.03 million) in support from the EU for
training of employees
and for implementation of new technologies development
projects.

Anti-competitive behavior
SO7

Legal actions
for anti-competitive behavior

• Promoting equal competition is
one objective of TeliaSonera’s
engagement in public policy.

Compliance
of laws and
regulations
Significant
monetary or
non-monetary
sanctions for
non-compliance with laws
and regulations

• During 2008, TeliaSonera has
not been subject to any significant monetary or non-monetary
sanctions for non-compliance
with laws and regulations.

Cases brought
through dispute
resolution
mechanisms
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• In wholly-owned TeliaSonera
companies there were 10
ongoing legal actions for anticompetitive behavior, antitrust,
and monopoly practices in
2008.
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Emergency
situations and
disaster relief
EC8,
PA6

Programs
to maintain
products and
services in
emergency
situations

• TeliaSonera manages continuity of services according
to implemented policies for
Business Continuity and Crisis
Management. We develop and
uphold robustness to withstand
disturbances and readiness to
recover from possible disasters.
Robustness is accomplished
through building rules, processes and proactive risk management work.
• TeliaSonera cooperates with
authorities on several levels to
ensure that we have common
understanding of society’s
needs related to the telecommunication product and service
continuity and recovery.
• Extreme weather conditions,
such as storms, are an example
of an emergency situation
that TeliaSonera considers a
tangible risk and to which it is
relevant to be prepared for.

EC8,
PA6

Products and
services in
emergency
situations

• TeliaSonera provides a number
of services in emergency situations. These services vary by
country and type of emergency
situation.
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• In TeliaSonera in Sweden, disaster recovery is an integrated
task in operations management. TeliaSonera cooperates
with governmental authorities
(Post och TeleStyrelsen, Myndigheten för Samhällsskydd
och Beredskap), county administrative boards and electricity
providers. A crisis management
organization is in place.
• TeliaSonera in Finland has
a crisis management policy
with regularly updated written
documents. All Business Units
and Critical functions (HR,
Security, Communications) has
their own crises management
plans and instructions. Crises
Management Team Finland is
in charge of supervising that all
plans are always updated
• In accordance with corporate
policy, Telia in Denmark has
implemented emergency policies and plans. Top management has approved a risk management and security policy
including a crisis response plan
and a crisis response team,
consisting of communication,
operations and alert functions.
• In Norway, Netcom has a crisis
management policy with clear
written procedures. NextGenTel has emergency policies
as well as crisis management
plans.
• In Lithuania, Omnitel has business continuity and disaster
recovery planning procedures
in place.

• In Estonia, Elion has
initiated a number of
projects to maintain
services in case of
a failure of electrical
power. Investments
were made in different parts of our
network and the total
sum was SEK10.1
million.

• During 2008, Kcell
provided free calls for
approximately 20,000
subscribers in flooded
areas of Kazakhstan.
• During the floods in
Moldova in 2008,
Moldcell assisted customers living in the
affected areas by offering free in-network
mobile communication.
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Responsible
network deployment
SO1, I07

Policy and
practices on
base station
siting

• TeliaSonera’s mobile services
depend on a network of base
stations. The practices of engaging with local communities in
decisions on base station siting
vary by country, in order to take
account of the differences in
local planning legislation.

• Stakeholders are consulted
and health and visual implications are discussed before
mast location is established.
• Sharing of masts with competitors when possible to reduce
environmental impact.
• There are initiatives to reduce
visual impact such as enclosing wires in tube in same color
as surrounding.

I07

Co-location of
base stations

• By co-operating with other
mobile operators to share sites,
we can reduce the total number
of required base-stations. This
saves costs and reduces environmental impact

• Within our wholly-owned
operations, 43 percent of our
sites are shared sites and 40
percent are sites placed on existing structures, such as high
buildings, electricity towers and
highway lighting poles.

Membership
in organizations
4.13,
4.14

Trade associations and
industry bodies

Our aim is to make a positive
contribution in shaping the future
of our industry. TeliaSonera is an
active member of a number of
trade associations and industry
bodies, including:

Eurasian operators are
members of a number of
industry organizations,
including:

• ETNO – European Telecommunications Network Operators’
organization
• ETSI – European Telecommunications Standards Institute
• ICC – International Chamber of
Commerce
• ETIS – the Global IT Association
for Telecommunications
• GSM Europe
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• The American Chamber of Commerce in
Kazakhstan
• European Business Association of
Kazakhstan (EUROBAK)
• The GSM Association
• AZPROMO (Azerbaijani Export &
Investment Promotion
Foundation)
• ATIB (Azerbaijan
Turkey Business Association)
• American Chamber
of Commerce in
Azerbaijan
• The National Confederation of Entrepreneurs
• In Lithuania, Teo is a
member of the following national organizations:
• Investor’s Forum
• Infobalt Association
• Lithuanian Advertising
Association
• Vilnius Chamber of
Commerce, Industry
and Crafts
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2.10,
4.13,
4.14,
4.15,
4.16

CSR initiatives

• TeliaSonera partners with others
to exchange ideas and advance
our sustainability goals. We are
also members of a number of
organizations that look to influence public policy on corporate
responsibility, including the
International Telecommunication
Union’s work on issues including
emergency communication (detection, alerting and protection),
protection from electromagnetic
fields and environmental and
safety issues.

• CSR Sweden is a network for
enterprises to promote and
encourage corporate responsibility. The network partners
with the European Alliance for
CSR, a joint initiative by the
European Commission and the
business community.
• Finnish Business and Society
is the sister organization of
CSR Sweden belonging to the
same network of CSR associations in Europe. Its mission is
to promote financially, socially
and ecologically sustainable
business in Finland.

• In Moldova, Moldcell
has received an
award for its efforts
in the national Global
Compact Network.

4.13,
4.14,
4.15,
4.17,
EC8,
PA7

Social partnerships

• TeliaSonera’s strategy for social
partnerships focuses on projects
supporting vulnerable children
and teenagers.

TeliaSonera’s wholly-owned operations are engaged in a number
of social projects, including:

• In the Eurasian region
there is a strong
tradition of companies
engaging in social
projects. TeliaSonera’s subsidiaries
have all demonstrated leadership in this
area, especially in the
area of supporting
children and youth.
• Teo is one of the biggest social sponsorship providers in
Lithuania and has a
long standing history
of community involvement.

• In Sweden, Telia has partnered with ECPAT - the global
network of organizations and
individuals working together for
the elimination of child prostitution, child pornography and
grooming of children for sexual
purposes.
• TeliaSonera in Sweden and
the World Childhood Foundation finance a research project
by the child psychiatric unit
BUP Elefanten with the aim
of issuing Internet and mobile
guidelines for parents.
• Telia collaborates with Friends,
Sweden’s largest anti-bullying
organization. We participate
in projects to prevent bullying
of children and teenagers via
mobiles and the Internet.
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Community involvement
4.13,
4.14,
4.15,
S01, PA7

Policy on human rights of
communities
affected by
the company’s
activities

• TeliaSonera supports the UN
Global Compact.
• TeliaSonera recognizes its responsibility towards its customers for protecting their privacy
and preserving their right to free
speech.
• TeliaSonera works in close
collaboration with international
and national governmental
authorities, law enforcement
and social organizations to help
communities.
• We also closely follow the
multi-stakeholder engagement
process to develop globally
applicable principles on freedom
and expression and privacy
for the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
industry. The process includes
leading human rights groups,
academic institutions, Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI)
investors and ICT companies.
• The Global Network Initiative
launched Principles on Protecting and Advancing Freedom of
Expression and Privacy in Information and Communications
Technologies. The principles
were signed by the US Internet
companies. TeliaSonera and
other telecom operators did not
sign the principles, but will continue to work with these issues
individually and through industry
organizations.

Major controversies relating
to human rights

• TeliaSonera has not been involved in any major controversy
related to human rights in recent
years.
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• Kcell, Geocell and
Moldcell are signatories of the UN Global
Compact.
• Moldcell is a founding
member and chairs
the national Global
Compact Network.
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4.14

Social sponsorship policy and
procedure

• Corporate Responsibility integrates marketplace, workplace,
environment and community
concerns with business operations in interaction with the
stakeholders. TeliaSonera uses
CR to
• support sustainable development and to be a good corporate citizen.
The TeliaSonera Group Sponsoring main principles states
that our sponsorship shall engage our target groups, position
our brand, drive our business
and provide our customers with
relevant content. CR is one of
our major overall sponsoring
areas, aiming to support and
strengthen our position as an
engaged company in our home
markets.

Stakeholder
dialogue
4.16

Objective

• Engaging with our stakeholders
is a vital part of TeliaSonera’s
corporate responsibility strategy.
We engage with our stakeholders in many ways. These
dialogues help us to improve
our understanding of our stakeholders’ views and expectations.
The insights gained support the
development of our corporate
responsibility strategy.

4.14,
4.16

Examples of
stakeholder
dialogues during 2008

• TeliaSonera engages with its
stakeholders in many different
ways, including customer feedback panels, web collaboration,
customer services, employee
surveys and appraisals, investor
meetings, capital market days
and trade union meetings.
Link to CR Approach chapter
• During 2008, TeliaSonera
participated in the Carbon
Disclosure Project, which aims
to facilitate dialogue between
shareholders and corporations
regarding the implications for
shareholder value and commercial operations presented by
climate change.
• In 2008, TeliaSonera participated in the OEKOM corporate
responsibility rating, resulting
in a PRIME rating meaning
that its shares will qualify for
ecologically and socially based
investment.
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• The Group principles are the
platform for local sponsorship
policies for our major brands in
our different markets.

• Eurasian operators
usually have policies
on marketing or brand
activities that cover
what type of sponsorships are suitable for
which brands.
• Azercell has its own
sponsorship and
donations procedure,
which regulates all
sponsorships and
donations in the
framework of CSR
activities and ensures
maximum transparency, effective fund
allocation and spending control, and sustainable and lasting
reputation building.
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External reporting

• TeliaSonera’s reporting is based
on the Global Reporting Initiative’s sustainability reporting
guidelines and in line with its
telecommunications sector
supplement. The GRI Reporting index is available on our
website.

Omnitel issue their CSR report

• Moldcell and Teo
issue their own CSR
reports:
Moldcell CSR report
Teo CSR report

Link to GRI appendix

Key indicators - Contributing to society
IO8

Number and percentage of
stand-alone sites, shared
sites and sites on existing
structures

Total number of base station sites
of which

Financial support to partnership projects (sponsorship)

Financial support to partnership
projects

Amount
local currency

Amount in SEK (Exchange
rates
as of 17/03/09)

TeliaDenmark Broadband

DKK 196,500

285.593

TeliaDenmark Mobility

DKK 411,500

598,074

TeliaDenmark Call me

DKK 5,000

7.267

Norway Chess

NOK 100,000

121,96

Norway Netcom

NOK 882,500

1,076,297

Norway NextGenTel

NOK 50,000

60,98

Lithuania Omnitel

LTL 2,400,000

7,312,560

Finland Sonera

EUR 750,000

8,068,500

Sweden Telia

SEK 3,200,000

Estonia Elion

EEK 70,000

47,992

Lithuania Teo

LTL 4,072,000

12,406,976

Eurasian operators

USD 5,000,000

41,502,000

Year 2008

Source and use

Stand-alone sites
Shared sites
Sites on existing structures

26,202
6,663
9,514
10,025
Year 2008

EC1

EC4

Significant financial assistance received
from government.

Wholly-owned operations

SEK 0

Teo Lithuania

LTL 1.8 million

Other majority-owned operations

NA
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GRI Appendix
Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Strategy and analysis
1.1

Statement from the most senior decision maker of the
organization about the relevance of sustainability to the
organization and its strategy

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
A message from the CEO

1.2

Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

2.1

Name of reporting organization

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Content, page 2 (pdf)

2.2

Primary brands, products and/or services

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Market and Customers, page 17 (pdf)

2.3

Operational structure of the organization including main
divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries and joint
ventures

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
A Review of Our Operations, page 18-24 (pdf)

2.4

Location of organization’s headquarters

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Content, page 2 (pdf)

2.5

Number of countries where organization operates, and
names of countries with either major operations or that
are specifically relevant to the sustainability issues
covered in this report

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Market and Customers, page 17 (pdf)

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
The TeliaSonera Share, page 7 (pdf)

2.7

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served and types of customers/beneficiaries)

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Market and Customers, page 17 (pdf)

2.8

Scale of reporting organization including:
- Number of employees
- Net sales
- Total capitalisation
- Quantity of products and services provided

Yes

Annual report 2008:
Consolidated Income Statements, page 42
(pdf) (Net sales)
Note 32 Human Resources, page 83 (pdf)
(Number of employees)
The TeliaSonera Share, page 7 (pdf) (Total
capitalization)
Letter from the CEO, page 5 (pdf); Market and
Customers, page 17 (pdf) (Quantity of products and services provided)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators
(Number of employees)

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure or ownership, including
- Location of, or changes in operations, including facility
operations, closings, and expansions; and
- Changes in the share capital structure and other capital formation, maintenance, and alteration operations

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
The Year in Brief, page 4 (pdf)
Report of the Directors, page 30-38 (pdf)

2.10

Awards received during the reporting period

No

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file
Fair business in all markets, Achievements

Profile

Report Parameters
3.1

Reporting period for information provided

Yes

Calendar year 2008

3.2

Date of most recent previous report

Yes

CR Report 2007, published in the fall of 2008

3.3

Reporting cycle

Yes

Annual

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its
contents

Yes

minna.pajala-hammar@teliasonera.com
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Report scope and boundary
3.5

Process for defining report content, including:
- Determining materiality
- Prioritising topics within the report
- Identifying stakeholders the organization expects to
use the reports

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Contributing to society, Fact file

3.6

Boundary of the report

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

3.7

Specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the
report

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

3.8

Basis for reporting joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased
facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that
can significantly affect comparability from period to
period and/or between organizations

Yes

Annual Report 2008
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008: Our
approach to Corporate Responsibility

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of
calculations, including assumptions and techniques
underlying estimations applied to the compilation of the
indicators and other information in the report

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for
such re-statement

Yes

None

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in
the scope, boundary or measurement methods applied
in the report

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
GRI Appendix

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

GRI content index
3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard disclosures in the report

Assurance
3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking
external assurance for the report

Governance, Commitments and Engagements
Governance
4.1

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body
responsible for specific tasks such as setting strategy
or organizational oversight

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 115 (pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance
body is also an executive officer

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 117 (pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file

4.3

For organizations that have a unitary board structure,
state the number of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or non executive
members

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 117 (pdf)

4.4

Mechanisms for stakeholders and employees to
provide recommendations or direction to the highest
governing body

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 116 (pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility,
Fact file, Empowering our employees, Fact file

4.5

Linkage between compensation for member of the
highest governance body, senior managers and executives and the organization’s performance (including
social & environmental performance)

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Note 32 Human Resources, page 83-85
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file
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4.6

Processes in place for the highest governing body to
ensure conflicts of interest are avoided

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 117-118
(pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

4.7

Process for determining the qualifications and expertise
of the members of the highest governance body for
guiding the organization’s strategy on economic, environmental and social topics

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 116 (pdf)

4.8

Internally developed statements of missions or values,
codes of conduct, and principles relevant to economic,
environmental and social performance, and the status
of their implementation

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 115 (pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file
Fair business in all markets, Fact file
Our environmental performance, Fact file

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s identification and management of economic, environmental and social performance, including relevant risks and opportunities, and
adherence or compliance with internationally agreed
standards, codes of conduct and principles

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 117-118
(pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file

4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest governance
body’s own performance, particularly with respect to
economic, environmental and social performance

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Corporate Governance Report, page 117 (pdf)
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility, Fact
file

Commitments to external initiatives
4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Our environmental performance

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental, and
social charters, principles of other initiatives to which
the organization subscribes or endorses

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Empowering our employees, Fact file
Our environmental performance, Fact file
Fair business in all markets, Fact file

4.13

Memberships in associations and/or national/international advocacy organizations

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file
Our environmental performance, Fact file

Stakeholder engagement
4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility,
Stakeholder map
Contributing to society, Fact file

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Contributing to society, Fact file

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and stakeholder group

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Contributing to society, Fact file
Empowering our employees, Fact file
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has
responded to those key topics and concerns, including
through its reporting

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility,
Stakeholder map
Contributing to society, Fact file
Empowering our employees
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Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Letter from the CEO, page 5
Corporate Strategy, page 9
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
A letter from the CEO;
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility

Performance: Economic
Disclosure of Management approach
Concise disclosure on the Management approach for
items outlined below with reference to the following
economic aspects; economic performance, market
presence and indirect economic impacts

Economic Performance indicators
Aspect: Economic Performance
EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations and other community investments,
retained earnings, and payments to capital providers
and governments

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Consolidated Financial Statements, including
Notes
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Key indicators

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities
for the organization’s activities due to climate change

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Our environmental performance, Fact file

EC3

Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan
obligations

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements,
Note 23, page 70-71

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file, Key indicators

Aspect: Market presence
EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally
based suppliers at significant locations of operation

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets

EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior
management hired from the local community at locations of significant importance

No

Not measured

Development and impact of infrastructure investments
and services provided primarily for public benefit
through commercial, in-kind or pro bono engagements

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file

Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance

Aspect: Indirect economic impacts
EC8

Performance: Environmental
Disclosure on Management approach
Concise disclosure on the management approach
items outlined below with reference to the following
environmental aspects: materials, energy, water, biodiversity, emissions, effluents and waste, products and
services, compliance, transport and overall
Environmental Performance indicators
Aspect: Materials
EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

No

Not material

EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input
materials

No

Not material

Aspect: Energy
EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency
improvements

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file
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EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable
energy based products and services, and reductions in
energy requirements as a result of these initiatives

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements.

EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and
reductions achieved

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements.

Aspect: Water
EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of
water

No

Not material

EN10

Percentage and total water volume of water recycled
and reused

No

Not material

Aspect: Biodiversity
EN11

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity outside protected areas

No

Not material

EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products,
and services on biodiversity in protected areas and
areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

No

Not material

EN13

Habitats protected or restored

No

Not material

EN14

Strategies, current actions and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity

No

Not material

EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by
operations, by level of extinction risk

No

Not material

Aspect: Emissions, effluents and waste
EN16

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by
weight

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by
weight

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
reductions achieved

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements

EN19

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight

No

Not measured

EN20

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type
and weight

No

Not material

EN21

Total water discharged by quality and destination

No

Not material

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

EN23

Total number and volume of significant spills

No

Not material

Aspect: Products and services
EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact mitigation

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements.

EN27

Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by category

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

Aspect: Compliance
EN28

Monetary value of significant fines and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations
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Aspect: Transport
EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transporting
products and other goods and materials used for the
organization’s operations, and transporting members of
the workforce

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Key indicators

Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Empowering our employees

Performance: Labour Practices and Decent work
Disclosure on Management approach
Concise disclosure on the management approach
items outlined below with reference to the following
labour aspects; employment, labour/management
relations, occupational health and safety, training and
education and diversity and equal opportunity
Labour Practices and Decent Work Performance Indicators
Aspect: Employment
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment
contract and region

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators

LA2

Total number and rate of employee turnover by age
group, gender and region

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators

Aspect: Labour/Management relations
LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file

LA5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding operational
changes, including whether it is specified in collective
agreements

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators

Aspect: Occupational health and safety
LA7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days,
absenteeism, and number of work related fatalities by
region

Partly

LA8

Education, training, counselling, prevention, and riskcontrol programs in place to assist workforce members,
their families, or community members regarding serious
diseases

No

Aspect: Training and education
LA10

Average hours of training per year per employee by
employee category

No

LA11

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning
that support the continued employability of employees
and assist them in managing their careers

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Key indicators

Aspect: Diversity and equal opportunity
LA13

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown
of employees per category according to gender, age
group, minority group membership and other indicators
of diversity

Partly

LA14

Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee
category

No
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Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Fair business in all markets
Empowering our employees, Fact file

Performance: Human rights
Disclosure on Management approach
Concise disclosure on the management approach to
the items outlined below with reference to the following
human rights aspects: investment and procurement
practices, non-discrimination, freedom of association
and collective bargaining, abolition of child labor, complaints and grievance practices, security practices and
indigenous rights
Human rights indicators
Aspect: Investment and procurement activities
HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment
agreements that include human rights clauses or that
have undergone human rights screening

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Fair business in all markets, Fact file

HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors
that have undergone screening on human rights and
actions taken

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets, Fact file and Key
Indicators

Aspect: Non-discrimination
HR4

Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions
taken

No

Aspect: Freedom of Association and Collective bargaining
HR5

Operations identified in which the right to exercise
freedom of association and collective bargaining may
be at significant risk, and actions taken to support
these rights

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Empowering our employees, Fact file

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file

Aspect: Child Labour
HR6

Operations identified as having a significant risk for
incidents of child labour, and measures taken to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labour

Aspect: Forced and compulsory labour
HR7

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labour, and measures
to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory
labour
Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not reporting

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Fair business in all markets
Contributing to society

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Our environmental performance, Fact file
Contributing to society, Fact file

Performance: Society
Disclosure on Management approach
Concise disclosure on the Management approach
items outlined below with reference to the following society aspects: community, corruption, public
policy, anti-competitive behaviour and compliance
Aspect: Community
SO1

Nature, scope and effectiveness of any programs
and practices that assess and manage the impacts
of operations on communities, including entering,
operating, and exiting

Aspect: Corruption
SO2

Percentage and total number of business units
analysed for risks related to corruption

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets, Fact file

SO3

Percentage of employees trained in organization’s
anti-corruption policies and procedures

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets, Fact file

SO4

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets, Key indicators
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Indicator
Aspect: Public
policy

Inclusion

SO5
Public policy positions and participation in public
Performance:
Product
responsibility
policy
development
and lobbying

Yes

Location in the report/reason for not
reporting
Corporate
Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file

Disclosure
on Managementbehavior
approach
Aspect: Anti-competitive
Concise
disclosure
onactions
the Management
approach
Yes
Total number
of legal
for anti-competitive
Partly
items
outlined
below with
reference to
the following
behaviour,
anti-trust,
and monopoly
practices
and
society
aspects: customer health and safety, product
their outcomes
and
service
Aspect: Compliance labelling, marketing communications,
customer privacy and compliance
SO8
Monetary value of significant fines and total number Partly
Aspect: Customer
Health and
safety for non-compliance with
of non-monetary
sanctions
PR1
Life
cycle
stages
in
which
health and safety impacts of Partly
laws and regulations
products and services are assessed for improvement,
and percentage of significant products and service
categories subject to such procedure
SO7

Corporate
Responsibility
Report
2008:
Corporate
Responsibility
Report
2008:
Adding value
to our customers,
Fact file
Contributing
to society,
Fact file

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Fair business in all markets, Key indicators
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

Aspect: Product and service labelling
PR3

Type of product and service information required by
procedures, and percentage of significant products
and services subject to such information requirements

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PR5

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including
results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file, Key
indicators

Aspect: Marketing communications
PR6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications
including advertising, promotion and sponsorship

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing
communications, including advertising, promotion and
sponsorship by type of outcomes

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Key indicators

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file, Key
indicators

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

Aspect: Customer privacy
PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding
breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer
data

Aspect: Compliance
PR9

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance
with laws and regulations concerning the provision
and use of products and services
Indicator

Inclusion

Location in the report/reason for not
reporting

Partly

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Key indicators

Telecommunication sector specific indicators
Investment
IO1

Capital investment in telecommunication network infrastructure broken down by country/region

Health and Safety
IO3

Practices to ensure health and safety of field personnel involved in the installation, operation and maintenance of masts, base stations, laying cables and other
outside plant

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Empowering our employees, Fact file
Our environmental performance, Fact file

IO4

Compliance with ICNIRP standards on exposure to RF
emissions from handsets

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

IO5

Compliance with ICNIRP guidelines on exposure to RF
emissions from base stations

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

IO6

Policies and practices with respect to Specific Absorption Rate of handsets

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file
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Infrastructure
IO7

Policies and practices on the siting of masts and transmission sites including stakeholder consultation, site
sharing and initiatives to reduce visual impacts

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file;
Contributing to society, Fact file

IO8

Number and percentage of stand-alone sites, shared
sites and sites on existing structures

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Key indicators

Access to Telecommunication Products and Services: Bridging the Digital Divide
PA1

Policies and practices to enable the deployment of
telecommunications infrastructure and access to telecommunications products and services in remote and
low population density areas

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA2

Policies and practices to overcome barriers for access
and use of telecommunication products and services
including: language, culture, illiteracy, and lack of
education, income, disabilities and age

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file, Our
achievements

PA3

Policies and practices to ensure availability and reliability of telecommunications products and services

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA4

The level of availability of telecommunications products and services in areas where the organization
operates.

Yes

Annual Report 2008:
Market and Customers page 17
Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA5

Number and types of telecommunication products and
services provided to and used by low and no income
sectors of the population

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA6

Programs to provide and maintain telecommunication
products and services in emergency situations and
disaster relief

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file, Our achievements

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Contributing to society, Fact file;
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

Access to content
PA7

Policies and practices to manage human rights issues
relating to access and use of telecommunications
products and services

Customer relations
PA8

Policies and practices to publicly communicate on
EMF related issues

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file;
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA9

Total amount invested in programs and activities in
electromagnetic field research

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file

PA10

Initiatives to ensure clarity of charge and tariffs

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

PA11

Initiatives to inform customers about product features
and applications that will promote responsible, efficient, cost effective and environmentally preferable
use

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Adding value to our customers, Fact file

Technology applications
TA1

Examples of the resource efficiency of telecommunication products and services delivered

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements

TA2

Examples of telecommunications products, services
and applications that have the potential to replace
physical objects

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our environmental performance, Fact file, Our
achievements

TA4

Estimates of the rebound effect (indirect consequences) of customer use of the products and services listed
above and lessons learned for future developments

Yes

Corporate Responsibility Report 2008:
Our approach to Corporate Responsibility
Adding value to our customers, Our achievements, Case;
Contributing to society, Our achievements
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